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Abstract
Safety in school transport is a critical issue which involves children who are the most
vulnerable users of it. On an average 973 trips are made per person in a year, out of
which 105 are on school runs. In the United Kingdom (UK) alone, 1218 children were
injured in 381 coach crashes between 2005 and 2016. Driver errors or technical faults
in vehicles were the most commonly reported contributory factors for coach accidents.
Coaches are considered as the safest mode of transport for children, but coach
accidents result in a high number of fatalities per accident as coaches carry more
children compared to any other means of school transport. There are more than 24000
schools in England alone and each school makes at least two field trips per year, which
is equivalent to 48000+ trips. Schools in the UK rely on coach operators to provide
vehicles for short and long school trips. In the UK there are strict regulations on
operator’s compliance with the government safety regulations. In last year alone, 78
coach operators’ licenses have been revoked without public inquiries in the UK due to
operator’s non-compliance. Though the government has strict safety regulations,
accidents are still happening. Most of the existing literature has focused on economical
and shortest routes to transport children, but they do not consider the safety aspects of
the coach operators, coaches and the drivers in terms of compliance with the
government safety regulations. Proper selection of coach operator, coach and driver
can considerably mitigate safety risks for school transport. Only limited studies have
examined safety of children travelling by coaches in the UK.
This research involves a thorough analysis of the existing literature, national accident
statistics, government policies, and traffic commissioner’s report. Two surveys were
conducted with stakeholders (parents, school headmasters, coach operators, coach
drivers, council transport officers and road safety analysts) to identify safety-related
issues and the requirements of stakeholders in coach-based school transport in the UK.
The analysis of the outcome shows that there are significant safety issues exist and
there is a requirement for a safety transport framework to support users of hired private
coaches in the UK to transport schoolchildren. A novel safety transport framework for
hired coaches is proposed to address the identified safety issues. The framework
validates coach operators, their coaches and drives using safety scores, based on their
track record. This information can be shared with the school headmasters and parents
before booking coaches. The framework also provides recommendations to coach
4

operators to improve their fleet safety. The framework is prototyped, and both the
framework and the prototype were evaluated within the UK. The evaluation shows
that the framework has achieved its intended objectives and received positive feedback
from the stakeholders.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
1.1

Background

Transport is an essential part of any society and its economy for its sustainable
function. Safety in transport is concerned with the protection of life by regulating,
managing and developing technology for all forms of transport. People use transport
for day-to-day activities such as school, work and business movements or social and
leisure purposes. An average of 973 trips is made per person in a year, out of which
105 are on school runs (Kalogirou et al. 2012). Safety in School Transport Systems
(STS) is a critical issue, which involves children who are the most vulnerable users
(The Scottish Government 2009, Kalogirou et al. 2012). Statistics show that in the
United Kingdom (UK), which includes England, Scotland and Wales (Northern
Ireland Excluded), 1218 children were injured in 381 coach crashes between 2005 and
2016, which is equivalent to on an average of 101 children getting injured every year
(DfT 2017a). Driver errors and technical faults in vehicles are the most commonly
reported factors contributing to coach accidents (DfT - Ras50005 2017). Although
coach journeys are considered the safest mode of transport for children, coach
accidents are the ones, which result in many fatalities per accident as coaches carry a
large number of children compared to any other means of road transport (Albertsson
et al. 2003, Doohan and Saveman 2014). England has more than 24,000 schools and
each school at least makes two trips per year to field trips, sports matches, team events
etc., which is equivalent to more than 48,000 local journeys made every year (Drake
2016). Schools rely on coach operators to provide vehicles for school trips and
school/home services (Move 2016). In the UK, there are strict government regulations
on operator’s compliance. If operators are found with minor regulation violations, they
22

will be sent to a Traffic Commissioners for further investigation. If they have
committed major violations, then their license will be revoked without a public
enquiry. Between 2016 and 2017 alone, 78 coach operators’ licenses have been
revoked without public inquiries in the UK due to major violations (Commissioners
2017).
Basically, school transport using coaches can be classified into two types, Home to
School Services (HSS) and other activities which require Occasional Coach Hire
(OCH) (field trips, sports matches, etc.). In respect of HSS, coach operators usually
advertise the service and its routes. Parents, who find it suitable for their children,
adopt the service. As it is a routine journey and the same route is taken most of the
time, HSS are mostly safe. However, there are opportunities to improve safety in
respect of OCH for students’ field trips. These kinds of journeys usually involve high
risks compared to home to school transport because of the length of the journeys
(O’neal et al. 2014). Recent innovations in STS (Faraj et al. 2014, Huang et al. 2014,
Silva et al. 2015), gave birth to Intelligent School Transport Systems (ISTS), which
addressed some of the issues in STS (Falkmer et al. 2014, Harrison et al. 2014,
Mammen et al. 2015) such as optimal routing of school vehicles, continuous
monitoring of school coaches and children.
Coach accidents due to vehicle error and driver error are still happening even having
strict safety regulations from the government and operator non-compliance with the
safety regulations still exist. Only a limited number of researches have examined the
safety aspects of coach operators, their vehicles and drivers in the UK (Van Ristell et
al. 2014). Further, there is no specific safety model/framework available to ensure the
safety of children travelling by coaches (Ramachandran et al. 2016). So, there is a
need for an exploratory research on the safety of children in coach-based school
23

transport. Based on the initial analysis, an intelligent safety system can improve the
safety of coach transport carrying children in the UK (Ramachandran et al. 2016). To
respond to the above issues, a number of research questions are formulated, as listed
below.
1.2

Research Questions
1. Are hired coaches in the UK really a safe option for transporting school
children?
2. What are the safety-related issues in coach-based school transport in terms of
coach operations and compliance with the government regulations, which must
be considered?
3. Do any frameworks exist to support the safety of school transport by verifying
operator safety compliance? If so, are they capable of providing safety for
school children travelling by hired coaches?
4. What are the limitations of the existing safety frameworks for coach-based
school transport carrying children?
5. How to overcome the existing limitations through intelligent safety solutions?

1.3

Aim

To explore the safety level of coach-based school transport in the UK in-terms of
coach operations and safety compliance and to provide the necessary safety solutions
to improve the safety of school children travelling by hired coaches.
1.4

Objectives
1. To investigate existing literature, STATS19 accident database, current
government safety standards and traffic commissioner reports

for

understanding the safety of current school transport by coaches in the UK.
24

2. To conduct a qualitative survey (semi-structured interviews) with the
stakeholders (parents, school headmasters, coach operators, coach drivers,
council transport officers and road safety analysts) of school transport and
analyse the data gathered.
3. To identify safety-related issues and the requirements of stakeholders in coachbased school transport in terms of coach operations and safety compliance.
4. To conduct a quantitative survey across the UK to identify critical safety issues
and requirements of stakeholders for schoolchildren transport.
5. To propose a safety transport framework to help schools and parents to choose
fully compliant coach operators and also to provide safety recommendations
to coach operators to improve their fleet safety.
6. To develop a prototype of the framework to illustrate proof of concept.
7. To evaluate the proposed framework and its prototype.
1.5

Contributions
1. Coach Travel Safety Analysis Matrix (CTSAM): A tool created to analyse the
safety of coach-based school transport in the UK (Ramachandran et al. 2018a).
2. Safety transport framework: A unique safety transport framework, which can
be used to validate coach operators, coaches and drivers at the time of booking
a coach is proposed. The framework enables schools to select a safe operator.
(Ramachandran, Sahandi, Prakoonwit, and Khan 2017, Ramachandran,
Sahandi, Prakoonwit, Khan, et al. 2017).
3. Intelligent system for safety recommendation: An intelligent system that
provides safety recommendations to coach operators that enables coach
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operators to improve the safety of their fleets is proposed (Ramachandran et
al. 2018b).

1.6

Thesis Organisation

This thesis has been divided into seven chapters. The chapters’ contents are
summarized below:
Chapter one: It discusses the background and the motivation for the research. Based
on the literature review discussions, the primary research aim, research questions and
objectives were developed. The research contributions and an outline of the research
are provided. Overall, this chapter aims to justify and clarify the research problem that
is being investigated in this PhD thesis.
Chapter two: Provides a detailed literature review on coach/bus-based school transport
around the world and in the UK. Information about coach accidents involving school
children extracted from STATS 19 database is included along with the common
contributory factors for the coach accidents. This is followed by the analysis of
government policies and guideline and a complete review of the related studies in these
areas. This chapter concludes by highlighting the main issues present in the coachbased school transport and justifies the research objectives listed in chapter one.
Chapter three: Presents the details of the research methodology used in this study. The
implementation of the sequential mixed-method exploratory research design
(qualitative surveys followed by quantitative survey) and the consequent analysis of
the data collected are presented in this chapter.
Chapter four: Provides the empirical findings of chapter three and discuss the survey
results in detail. From the survey results, the significant issues and requirements of
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stakeholders are identified. The chapter concludes by presenting the final observations
of the surveys and explains what needs to be done to resolve the significant issues and
requirements identified by the survey.
Chapter five: This chapter discusses the development of a proposed safety transport
framework. Five-steps are involved in the framework providing the theoretical
underpinning of the framework. Further, the framework is expressed mathematically
and tested with real data. The chapter concludes by presenting the results of testing of
the framework.
Chapter six: This chapter discusses the prototyping of the framework and the
evaluation of both the prototype and the framework. The evaluations were carried out
through the involvement of stakeholders of coach-based school transport across the
UK.
Chapter seven: This chapter concludes by highlighting the implications of this
research and further identifies areas of future work.
1.7

Chapter Summary

Safety of school transport is a critical issue which should be addressed effectively.
Safety in coach-based school transport in the UK is a less investigated area compared
to other modes of school transport. This requires immediate attention before more
children lives are put at risk. This chapter provided an introduction to the safety level
of coach-based school transport in the UK, overarching research aim and objectives,
thesis structure and finally, the novel contributions made thus far by this research
work.
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Chapter 2
Literature Review
2.1

Introduction

This chapter discusses the related research of the topics which are covered in this
thesis. As the scope of this thesis is to explore the safety level of coach-based school
transport in-terms of coach operations and safety compliance, the literature on the
safety-related aspects of coach/bus-based school transport research was reviewed. We
took the UK as our case study area for in-depth analysis of safety of children travelling
by hired coaches. A concise analysis of coach accident statistics involving children,
contributory factors for coach accidents, government policies & guidelines and traffic
commissioner reports of the UK are presented. This chapter concludes by highlighting
the main issues in the coach-based school transport and identifies a gap in knowledge
through literature review.
2.2

School Transport

School transport is the process of carrying schoolchildren to and from school, as well
as field trips. Children use various modes of transport to go to school. The mode of
transport varies from country to country and depending on factors such as weather,
road conditions, financial issues, convenience etc. (Stark et al. 2018). Children may
go to school by walking, cycling or by using public transport. They may also travel by
car if their family members wish to take them or they may use school transport (Hine
and Preston 2017). The existing research has focused on different aspects of school
transport which includes, active school transport (Villa-González et al. 2018), school
travel behavior (Faulkner and Hinckson 2018), mode of choice to school (Assi et al.
2018), walking school buses (Pérez-Martín et al. 2018), school bus routing problems
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(Miranda et al. 2018), school bus tracking (R et al. 2018) , school children tracking
(Takalikar et al. 2018), safety frameworks for school travel (Country and Eu-funded
2015), emergency evacuation from school buses (Abulhassan et al. 2017), genderbased transport for commuting to school (Colley 2017), effect of travel mode on
children studies (Westman et al. 2017), analysis of seatbelt usage in coaches (Beck
and Nguyen 2017a) and school bus transport of children with special health care needs
(Bull et al. 2018). Studies related to the aim and objectives of the thesis are explained
in the following sections.
2.3

Related Studies

2.3.1

Holistic Studies

A recent European funded project conducted in Sweden “SAFEWAYTOSCHOOL”
proposed a safety framework for children (Anund et al. 2010, 2011, Anund and Dukic
2011, Kalogirou et al. 2012, Falkmer et al. 2014). This project addresses most of the
difficulties faced during school transport through a door to door approach (between
home and school). At first, the safest routes are considered for children to reach the
bus stop. When a child reaches the bus stop, an alert light is automatically turned on
at the bus stop. When the bus reaches the bus stop to pick up the child, a warning sign
on the bus is turned on to alert the people outside the bus. During the journey towards
the school, children are notified to put their seatbelts on. In addition, audio-visual
information is provided about the destination before reaching the school. Once the bus
reaches the school stop, a notification light is turned on in the bus and the bus stop
indicator light is also turned on. Finally, on arrival at the school, a notification message
is sent to the parents. The study basically focused on route planning for school
vehicles, real-time route guidance, intelligent bus stops, location tracking, school
vehicle monitoring, warning system around school buses, training schemes for
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stakeholders (Aigner-Breuss et al. 2010, Anna et al. 2012). However, information in
respect of coach/bus operations and safety compliance were not provided. (Kotoula et
al. 2017a) reviewed the existing school transport framework in Greece and compared
the standard with the other European countries. However, the safety-related issues in
a coach-based school travel are not identified. Only the managerial issues were
presented.
2.3.2

Safety of Children in School Buses/Coaches

Qatar government conducted a study on school transport in 2012 to improve the safety
of children in their country. The main aims of the study were, assessing the
stakeholder's (schools and parents) perspective on school transport, identifying their
vision and goals for the safety of school transport, reviewing international norms for
school transport and comparing it with their existing norms. However, information
about the coach compliance safety and safety of children on school trips was not
included in the study (RAND-Qatar Policy Institute 2012). Edmonston and Sheehan
(2001) reviewed the school transport safety in New Zealand and proposed safety
recommendations to the government. This resulted in the development of a tool
named “School transport safety matrix”, which was built using Haddon’s matrix
(William 1972). It conceptualized safety issues in school transport by coaches. A study
conducted by (Ipingbemi and Aiworo 2013a), detailed various safety and security
issues of school children making a journey to school. Only the safety issues faced by
children who walk to school was presented and safety related issues with coach
transport were not explored. A study conducted in the United States revealed that
there is a need for better understanding of the safety of children travelling on school
buses for school trips (Beck and Nguyen 2017b).
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2.4

Related Technologies

Technology innovations (Faraj et al. 2014, Huang et al. 2014, Silva et al. 2015) in
School Transport Systems (STS), gave birth to Intelligent School Transport Systems
(ISTSs), which addressed some of the issues (Falkmer et al. 2014, Harrison et al. 2014,
Mammen et al. 2015) in STS such as optimal routing of school vehicles, continuous
monitoring of school buses and children. An ISTS incorporates the innovation and
adoption of recent technologies to create applications for the benefit of school
transport. Major technologies involved in ISTS are school bus route planning systems,
school vehicle-children tracking and monitoring systems. Figure 2.1 shows the
functions of a typical ISTS.

Figure 2.1 - Functions of a typical Intelligent School Transport System

2.4.1

Route Planning Systems

In schools, manual route planning is an intensive task and it consumes a considerable
amount of time for selecting appropriate safety routes, as well as the number of buses
required for a route. Typically, school transport departments perform manual route
planning at the beginning of each term due to the changes in the number of children
using the service. To make this process more efficient, automated route planning
systems are used. School bus route planning systems rely on the history of School Bus
Routing Problems (SBRPSs), which have been studied since the first published work
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by Newton and Thomas in 1969 (Newton and Thomas 1969). There are only limited
publications available for reviewing school bus routing problems (Desrosiers et al.
1981, BRACA et al. 1997, Park and Kim 2010). Junhyuk and Byung-in Kim (Park
and Kim 2010) describe school bus routing problems for a fleet of school buses as an
efficient schedule planning, where children are picked up by each bus from various
geographical locations and delivered to their respective schools while satisfying a set
of constraints. According to Desrosiers et al. (1981), there are five steps to reduce
school bus routing problems, namely, Data Preparation (DP), Bus Stop Selection
(BSS), Bus Route Generation (BRG), School Bell Time Adjustment (SBTA) and
Route Scheduling (RS). It also includes Transportation Costs (TC), Total bus travel
distance (TBD), Number of buses used (N), Total student riding distance or time
(TSD) and Load balancing (LB). Table 2.1 shows a comparison of methods applied
by various researchers since 2010 for reducing school bus routing problems. The
constraints that are categorized to minimise school bus routing problems are also
shown in Table 2.1. They are, Vehicle Capacity (VC) – number of children allowed
for a vehicle, maximum Ride Time (RT) – travel time of each child, school Time
Window (TW) – arrival time of vehicle at school, maximum Walking Distance (WD)
– distance between children home and bus stop, minimum number of Children for a
Route (SR), Passenger Demand (PD) – route request by children during travel,
maximum Bus stops Visited (BV), maximum Waiting Time (WT) – allowed waiting
time for children at the bus stop and Terrain Type (TT) – type of road selected.
Table 2.1 - Recent Works in School Bus Routing Problem (2010-2016)
Study

Considered
Constraints
school bus
routing
problem sub
Problems

Method

Goal
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Euchi
and
Mraihi
(2012)

BSS,BRG,R
S

VC,RT,PD

Artificial ant
colony with
variable
neighbourhoo
d local search
algorithm

Minimizing the
total number of
buses required

RieraLedesma
and
SalazarGonzález
(2012)
Pacheco
et al.
(2012)

BSS,RG

VC,WD

Branch and
cut approach
based Exact
algorithm

Number of
routes and
route length
minimization

RG,RS

RT

The multiobjective
adaptive
memory
programming

Minimizing the
duration of the
longest routes
and total
distance
travelled

Kim et
RS
al. (2012)

TW

Branch and
bound
approach
based on
assignment
problem

Optimization
of bus
schedules to
serve all the
given trips
within the
given TW

Park et
RG,RS
al. (2012)

VC,RT,TW

Mixed load
improvement
algorithm

Minimizing the
total number of
buses required

Schitteka
t et al.
(2013)

BSS,RG

VC,TW,SR,WD

GRASP+VND To integrate
metaheuristic
BSS and RG
approach
through metaheuristic
approach with
simplified
implementatio
n

RieraLedesma
and
SalazarGonzález
(2013)

BSS,RG

VC,RT,SR,BV,W
D

Set
partitioning
formulation
based branch

Minimizing the
number of
routes, route
length and
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and price
algorithm

walking
distance

VC,SR,RT

Exact branch
and price
framework

Minimizing the
routing costs

Bogl et
BSS,RG,RS
al. (2015)

VC,WD,WT

Heuristic
solution
framework
allowing
transfers

Minimizing the
operational
costs

Chen et
RG,RS
al. (2015)

TW,RT

Exact mixed
integer
programming
and two-stage
metaheuristic
method

Minimizing the
number of
routes and total
number of
buses

Silva et
RG,RS
al. (2015)

VC,TT,SR,WD

Mixed load
approach

Minimizing the
total travelled
distance of a
heterogeneous
fleet

(Caceres
et al.
2017)

N, TBD

VC,RT,WT, WD

Cascade
simplification
algorithm &
columngenerationbased
algorithms

Solving the
problem of
overbooking in
SBRP

(Miranda
et al.
2018)

TC

VC,TW,RT,WD

Multi-load
model

Minimising the
cost of the
transport
without
compromising
efficiency.

Kinable
et al.
(2014)

2.4.2

BSS,RG

Vehicle Tracking Systems

Parents spend more time on the streets and making phone calls while waiting for
school buses due to the unpredictable nature of the traffic, particularly during the
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winter months. For this reason, vehicle-children tracking systems were made. School
vehicle-children tracking is a process of tracking the school bus and children inside it
using tracking devices such as the Global Positioning System (GPS) (Anund and
Dukic 2011) and Radio Frequency Identification (RFID) systems tags (Shaaban et al.
2013), which are commonly used in tracking technologies. The tracked data may be
utilized by school transport departments and also shared with parents to inform them
of the location of their children.
School vehicle tracking is similar to common vehicle tracking which involves the use
of GPS devices to track the vehicle. A GPS device in the school vehicle automatically
provides updates of its location coordinates to a cloud server, which processes and
plots these coordinates on a virtual map. This map can be accessed by the stakeholders
(transport department and parents) for information about the location of the school
vehicle. School vehicle tracking systems can be utilized for two purposes: Vehicle
Location Tracking (VLT) and Vehicle-Driver Behaviour Monitoring (VDBM). Table
2.2 shows the characteristics of school vehicle tracking and monitoring systems. The
main focus in the table is the different types of vehicle tracking systems used in ISTS.
Table 2.2 - School Vehicle Tracking and Monitoring
Study

Sensor type

Type of
Nature
tracking
of
considered tracking

Goal

Anund
and Dukic
(2011)

Active RFID

VLT

Lag time To monitor bus
location and providing
bus time information
to parents

Shaaban
et al.
(2013)

GPS

VLT

Realtime

To smartly track the
school bus and share
the location info with
parents
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Zambada
et al.
(2015)

GPS,accelerometer VLT,
VDBM

Realtime

Increasing the safety of
school bus monitoring
through the Internet of
Things (IoT)

(R et al.
2018)

GPS/IRNSS

VLT

Realtime

To track the location
of the school bus

(Takalikar
et al.
2018)

Active RFID, GPS

VLT,
VDBM

Realtime

To track the location
of the school bus and
to monitor the driver
alertness.

2.4.3

Children Tracking Systems

Similar to bus tracking, children tracking also employ similar technologies which are
used to traverse the accurate placement of children. RFID is commonly employed for
children tracking (Al-lawati et al. 2015). The children tracking system can be
classified into two types: location tracking (Student Location Tracking (SLT) & InVehicle-Attendance (IVA)) and Health Monitoring (HM). Table 2.3 shows the
characteristics of school children tracking and monitoring systems.
Table 2.3 - School Children Tracking and Monitoring
Study

Sensor/Technology
used

Type of
Nature
tracking
of
considered tracking

Goal

Anund et al.
(2010)

RFID

SLT, IVA

Active

To track and
monitor the school
children inside the
school bus

Saranya and
Selvakumar
(2013)

GPS

SLT

Active

To track the
location and
emotional status of
the children

Shaaban et
al. (2013)

RFID

SLT

Passive

To track and
monitor the
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children during
their trip to and
from school on the
school bus
Huang et al.
(2014)

GPS/Bluetooth

SLT

Active

To develop a
mobile-based child
security monitoring
system in school
travel

Al-lawati et
al. (2015)

RFID

SLT, IVA

Passive

To track the
children location
and monitoring bus
boarding times

Collins et al.
(2015)

GPS/Heart rate

SLT, HM

Passive

To monitor the
children physical
activities from
school to home
travel

(Hemalatha
et al. 2017)

RFID

SLT, IVA

Active

To track the
children location
along with speed of
the vehicle and
alcohol
consumption by the
driver

(Takalikar et RFID
al. 2018)

SLT, IVA

Active

To track the
location of the
children by
recording the entry
and exit the school
bus.

2.5

School Transport in the UK

Schools in the UK can be divided into 3 categories. Pre-school (where toddler
spending their time in the nursery), primary (aged around 5 to 10) and secondary
school (aged around 11 to 16) (BBC 2017a). According to the Department for
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Education of the UK, there are in total of 8.67 million pupils studying in 24,281 UK
schools (Drake 2016). Children in the UK use various modes of travel to primary and
secondary schools. Based on the Transport Statistics of Great Britain 2017, in the age
group of 5-10, 51% of the children walk to school, 41% go by car, 6% use public
transport (includes coaches) and 2% cycle to school. In the age group of 11-16, 39%
of the children walk to school, 31% use public transport (includes coaches), 26% go
by car and 3% cycle to school (DfT 2017b).
2.6

School Transport Coaches

School transport via coaches can be divided into two types, Home to School Services
(HSS) and other activities which require Occasional Coach Hire (OCH) (field trips,
sports matches, etc.). In HSS, coach operators plan the routes before the start of school
term and advertise the service and its routes. Parents, who find it suitable for their
children, adopt the service. OCH, on the other hand, can possibly involve transporting
children from one council to another or from one region to another or from one country
to another. Transporting children, of any age for school trips is considered a high-risk
activity (Department for Education 2014). This is especially true when using an
external supplier to provide the transport, as the level of risk will naturally increase
when engaging a third party that is not directly under the control of the school.
Despite the fact that bus or coach travel in the UK is deemed a safe mode of transport,
news reports of children being injured or even killed in bus and coach crashes have
been reported (Espinoza 2015, Bishop and Campbell 2016, Fox and Bumett 2016,
BBC 2017b, 2018). This alarmed the safety professionals and the UK government.
The UK government has been trying to improve safety in school transport through
research-based policy updates (Department for Education 2014). Coach accidents are
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still happening despite strict regulations set by the government. Compared to the other
modes of travel to school, there is only limited research available which relates to
coach-based transport in the UK (Van Ristell et al. 2014). To investigate the current
safety of children travelling in coach-based school transport in the UK, the literature
review is carried out in four steps.
i.

To identify the number of coach accidents involving children occurred
in the UK, accident analysis is carried out using the data available from
the STATS19 database (DfT 2017a).

ii.

Common contributory factors for the coach accidents were identified
using contributory factors for reported accidents-database (DfT Ras50005 2017);

iii.

To understand the measures taken by the government to reduce/prevent
accidents, the UK government policies and guidelines were reviewed

iv.

If the UK coach operators fail to follow the government guidelines, they
were suspended or their licences were revoked (Commissioners 2017).

2.7

Accident Analysis

2.7.1

STATS 19 Database

Road vehicle accidents are well documented in an official database called STATS19
- (DfT 2017a) which contains accidents reported in the UK. It is updated annually
during September of each year. The STATS19 database has three different datasets
named accident data, collision data and causality data. The data is collected based on
the regions in the UK (South East, London, North West, East of England, West
Midlands, South West, Yorkshire & the Humber, East Midlands, North East, Scotland
government regions and Wales government regions). The data from the STATS19
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database was used to analyse the coach accidents involving children. The statistics
relate only to personal injury accidents on public roads that are reported to the police
and subsequently recorded, using the STATS19 accident reporting form
(ManchesterCouncil n.d.). Information on damage-only accidents, with no human
casualties or accidents on private roads or car parks, is not included in this data.
2.7.2

Accident Statistics

The following logical criteria were used for extracting information from the STATS19
database using the MAST analysis tool (MAST 2018). Criteria - accidents involved a
coach which was undertaking a journey with the specific purpose of taking pupils to
or from school (HSS) during Monday to Friday, either 7AM to 9AM or 3PM to 5PM
OR outside weekday normal hours (such as to or from extra-curricular activities –
Excursion trips OCH) AND at least one passenger on that coach suffered an injury.
Table 2.4 illustrates the outcome of the analysis of accidents occurred between 2005
and 2016. There were 381 accidents in total and 618 vehicles were involved which
resulted in 1218 child casualties. Although the number of accidents and causalities are
slowly decreasing as shown in Figure 2.2, there are still a considerable number of
coach accidents which are occurring.
Table 2.4 - Coach Accidents in the UK (2005-2016)
Year

Number of
Vehicles Involved
89

Number of Causalities

2005

Number of
Accidents
58

2006

54

92

168

2007

36

66

138

2008

42

69

105

2009

39

62

110

2010

32

48

132

2011

31

51

110

144

40

2012

27

42

83

2013

13

21

53

2014

21

31

102

2015

18

32

46

2016

10

15

28

Total

381

618

1218

Figure 2.2 - Coach Accidents in the UK (2005-2016)

2.7.3

Contributory Factors Analysis

According to the Department for Transport (DfT) in the UK, driver errors or technical
faults in the vehicle were the most commonly reported factors contributing in all coach
accidents (DfT - Ras50005 2017). The government has requested strict regulations to
be applied, particularly by the Private Sector Vehicles (PSV) and ordered Driver and
Vehicle Standard Agency (DVSA) to inspect the coach operators regularly for their
compliance with the government regulations.
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2.8

Government Policies and Guidelines

In 2010 the Scottish government commissioned a Transport Research Laboratory
(TRL) to develop guidelines, policies and procedures for safety in school transport
(Kinnear and Smith 2010). In-depth case studies were carried out with Scottish local
authorities to develop safety guidelines and policies. Subsequent after applying and
using the guidelines and policies for two years, TRL reviewed their effectiveness and
explored ways in which they could be improved (Hutchins and Kinnear 2012). As
TRL was considering many aspects of school transport, an in-depth investigation in
respect of the safety of hired coaches was not carried out. In 2014, the English
government launched a new home to school travel and transport guidance for local
authorities, parents and other interested parties (Department for Education 2014).
Again, no criterion for selecting coach operators for school trips was included in the
guidance. There are 217 councils present in the UK (England – 152, Scotland – 32,
Whales – 22 and Northern Ireland – 11). Most of the councils follow the national home
to school travel and transport guidance. But some councils modify the national
guidelines and create an enhanced version of it to suit them (Van Ristell et al. 2014).
Particularly, Northamptonshire council has a checklist for the operators where they
require the operators to sign it and pass it on to the school Headmaster before the
journey (NorthamptonshireCountyCouncil 2016). The checklist helps the operators to
self-comply regarding the coach’s and driver’s fit for purpose. Again, it is selfcompliance and there are possibilities the operators may just sign it without verifying
things mentioned in the checklist.
2.9

Traffic Commissioner Report Analysis

Traffic commissioners are responsible for licensing, inspecting and verifying
operators of Heavy Goods Vehicles (HGVs) and Public Service Vehicles (PSVs) in
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the UK. Regulatory actions may be taken against operators such as revoking,
suspending or curtailing the operator’s license (DVSA 2011). Thus, during the period
2005 to 2017, 783 operators’ licenses have been revoked without a public inquiry
(Commissioners 2016). Every year, traffic commissioners publish a report
(Commissioners 2017). Table 2.5 and Figure 2.3 shows the summary of traffic
commissioners’ report for 2005 to 2017. Inspectors from Vehicle and Operator Service
Agency (VOSA) examine vehicles at random places or by surprise visits to coach
companies. (VOSA was replaced by Driver and Vehicle Standards Agency DVSA in
April 2014) (VOSA - DVSA 2014). They have the right to take any vehicle off the
road if they suspect that the vehicle is not fit for the purpose or if there is anything
wrong with the driver (DVSA 2011). As inspecting all the coach operators is not
feasible, it is difficult to assume that coaches used for school transport are always safe.
Table 2.5 - Traffic Commissioners’ Reports (2005-2016)
Year

Number of
Public inquiries

License
suspensions

License
revocations

License
Disqualification
under 1985 Act

2005-06

179

10

49

13

2006-07

155

16

38

10

2007-08

193

14

55

15

2008-09

207

17

64

19

2009-10

180

15

63

21

2010-11

199

2

57

6

2011-12

191

17

71

12

2012-13

180

15

61

15

2013-14

231

22

75

14

2014-15

252

23

97

24

2015-16

162

15

75

13

2016-17

148

7

78

23

Total

2277

173

783

185
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Figure 2.3 - Traffic Commissioners’ Reports (2005-2017) (Commissioners 2017)
2.10

Research Gap

Safety of school transport is a critical issue which should be addressed. Research on
the safety of children travelling by coaches/buses is not given a high priority in the
UK compared to the other modes of transport. However, coach accidents are still
happening. The major contributory factors for these accidents were faults in the
vehicle and driver error. These occur due to improper maintenance and operators’ noncompliance with safety regulations. The UK government is aware of these issues and
have strict regulations in place for the operators to maintain their fleet’s safety level.
But, even having strict regulations, coach accidents are still happening. Traffic
commissioners take strict approaches to ensure that all coach operators remain
compliant with the safety regulations. As a result, they revoke the licences of the coach
operators who fail to comply with the safety regulations. During the course of this
research, and through the analysis of the traffic commissioner’s reports, it has become
apparent that not all the coach operators are compliant with the regulations all the time.
This problem is not addressed in any of the academic literature. The existing literature
so far has focused on different aspects of school transport. Most of the available
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evidence are in the form of the government reports. To address this research gap, the
safety level of the coach-based school transport in-terms of its operation and safety
compliance have been investigated in this thesis. This is achieved through an
exploratory research method which is discussed in the next chapter.
2.11

Chapter Summary

Safety in hired coaches by schools in the UK is a less investigated area, compared to
the other modes of transport to school. Limited literature has examined the safety of
children travelling via coaches/buses around the world with respect to operations and
safety compliance. Studies related to the coach-based school transport Worldwide,
Europe and in the UK were reviewed. History of coach accidents involving children
been retrieved from the STATS19 database and the contributory factors for the coach
accidents were analysed. Government policies and guidelines to reduce these
accidents were reviewed. Analysis of traffic commissioner reports showed that the
problem is not with the existing regulation but with the coach operator noncompliance. There is no existing work addressing this problem. It is evident from the
literature that there is no specific safety framework available to ensure the safety of
children travelling by coaches in the UK and there is a need for a further in-depth
investigation.
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Chapter 3
Methodology
3.1

Introduction

This chapter presents details of the research methodology used in this study.
Sequential mixed-method exploratory research (qualitative survey followed by a
quantitative survey) was used followed by analysis, which is presented in this chapter.
For an overview of the research methodology, please refer to Figure 3.1 and 3.2.
3.2

Research Philosophy

Research Philosophy is the way in which data for a phenomenon is gathered, analysed
and used. According to Saunders (Saunders et al. 2008), Research Philosophy can be
classified into 4 types, Positivism, Realism, Interpretivism and Pragmatism. To
determine the research philosophy for this study, Heightening your Awareness of your
Research Philosophy (HARP) tool proposed by (Saunders et al. 2008) was used. By
using the HARP tool, Interpretivism was selected as research philosophy.
Interpretivism integrates human interest into a study. According to Saunders,
“Interpretivism advocates that it is necessary for the researcher to understand
differences between humans in our role as social actors. This emphasizes the
difference between conducting research among people rather than objects such as
trucks and computers” (Saunders et al. 2008). The variations of Interpretivism include
phenomenology and symbolic interactionism. In this research, to understand the
phenomena behind hiring the coaches for school trips, phenomenology research
philosophy was followed. Phenomenology is the process of humans making sense out
of the world around us. Some would argue that interpretivist perspective is highly
appropriate in the field of organizational behaviour that using phenomenology. Not
only are they complex but also unique (Saunders et al. 2008). Most of the relevant
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study in school transport used Interpretivism as their research philosophy to explore
underlying phenomena (Anund et al. 2010, Awuahaddor et al. 2013).
Research Approach: It can be divided into inductive and deductive approaches.
Inductive approach is the process of collecting data (qualitative) and developing a
theory as a result of data analysis. The deduction is the process of testing a theory (i.e)
moving from theory to data (quantitative) (Saunders et al. 2008). This research
employs both the inductive (Phase 1) and deductive approaches (Phase 2) as shown in
Figure 3.2 and 3.3.
Research Strategy and choice: Research Strategies can be classified into case studies,
surveys, experiments, action research, grounded theory, ethnography and archival
research (Saunders et al. 2008). In this research, qualitative case study (semistructured interviews) and a quantitative survey (online) were selected as our research
strategies. These two strategies are put together in a sequential exploratory mixed
method research design (Ivankova et al. 2006, Hesse-Biber 2010, Berman 2017) which
reflects mixed-method as our research choice. The detailed explanation of the mixedmethod research design employed in this research and the justification of the selection
of research strategies and choices are given in section 3.4.
Time horizon: Time horizons determine the nature of the data collection process. It is
classified into two types, cross-sectional and longitudinal. If a research study about
“snapshot” taken at a particular time then it is called as cross-sectional. Longitudinal
studies are study of events that take place over a given period of time (i.e) more of
akin to a diary or a series of snapshots over a given period. Based on the research
questions, this study analyses event happened at a particular time. So, cross-sectional
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was chosen as our time horizon. Cross-sectional studies often employ survey strategy
(Easterby-Smith et al. 2012, Robson and McCartan 2016).
3.3

Research Methodology

To develop the research methodology, the research onion proposed by (Saunders et al.
2008) was used. This method is commonly used by the ITS and other researchers
around the world to effectively construct their research methodology in Transport
Systems (Mulugeta 2017, Björsell and Hedman 2018, Eltahan et al. 2018, Lew et al.
2018, Skok and Baker 2018). Each layer can be viewed as a series of steps in which
each step describes a more detailed stage of the research process. In the first step, the
research philosophy is identified followed by the identification of research
approaches. The research strategies are identified next, followed by the method of
choices and the time horizons. Finally, the data analysis method is used. The advantage
of using the research onion is that with its series of steps, it is easy to understand
different types of data collection methods. It also shows the steps by which a
methodological study can be described (Saunders et al. 2008). Figure 3.1 shows the
research onion. The methods used for this research are circled in the diagram in this
figure.
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Figure 3.1 - Selection of Research Methodology – Research Onion (Saunders et al.
2008)
Based on the above, the methodology for this thesis is formulated as shown in Figure
3.2. An in-depth literature review was conducted followed by a qualitative survey and
analysis. To further investigate the findings, a quantitative survey was conducted and
analysed. Based on the research outcome, a safety transport framework was created.
Subsequently, a prototype was developed, tested and evaluated alongside with the
framework.
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Figure 3.2 - Methodology Overview

3.4

Sequential Exploratory Research Design

Going by the accident statistics in the UK which are recorded in STATS19 (DfT
2017a), traffic commissioners’ reports and the lack of literature on coach-based school
transport, it is apparent that there is a need for a further and an in-depth investigation
of the existing safety of children travelling by hired coaches in the UK. For this
investigation, a sequential exploratory mixed-method research was utilised (Ivankova
et al. 2006, Hesse-Biber 2010, Berman 2017). The research included two phases. The
first phase was to collect qualitative data followed by analysis and in the second phase,
quantitative data was collected and analysed. Figure 3.3 shows these phases. The
detailed explanations of these phases are given in section 3.5 and 3.6.
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Figure 3.3 - Sequential Exploratory Mixed-Method Research

3.5

Phase 1 – Qualitative Survey

3.5.1

Survey Design

Qualitative survey methods may be of the types structured interviews, semi-structured
interviews, unstructured interviews, focus groups, direct observation, participant
observation, written documents, and artefact study (Gill et al. 2008, Rich et al. 2018).
The semi-structured interview was selected as our survey method as it is the most
appropriate for phenomenology research (Gill et al. 2008, Saunders et al. 2008,
Brannen 2017). The objective of this survey was to understand the phenomena and
problems related to hiring coaches for transporting schoolchildren and to identify
safety-related issues. Luton Borough Council in East of England was selected as a
geographical area for the survey. East of England has had more coach accidents and
operator license revokes, compared to other regions. Stakeholders were selected based
on their experience in handling schoolchildren and also the coach transport industry.
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Table 3.1 illustrates the number of stakeholders who participated in the survey
(stakeholder distribution). In total, 270 invitations were sent for to different
stakeholders and 57 agreed to participate in the survey. Some of the participants
requested an online questionnaire instead of being interviewed. In this case, they were
provided access to an online questionnaire. The questions in the questionnaire were
identical to those asked at the interviews.
Table 3.1 - Stakeholder Distribution
Transport
Sector
SemiCoach
Structured Operators – 12
Interviews

Drivers - 13

Total

25

Social
Sector

Educational
Sector

Government
Sector

Parents – 17

School
Headmasters
– 12

Council transport
head – 2

12

3

17

Road safety analyst
-1

Total: 57

3.5.2

Coach Travel Safety Analysis Matrix (CTSAM)

To support the semi-structured interviews, a holistic interview topic matrix based on
Haddon Matrix (William 1972) which is named in this thesis “Coach Travel Safety
Analysis Matrix (CTSAM)” was developed. CTSAM is used as a tool for creating
questions for qualitative interviews. Each coach trip is classified into three phases, Pre
– journey (before the trip), journey (during the trip) and post – journey (after the trip).
The trips were categorised into these based on the three factors Human/Host,
Agent/Vehicle and Physical Environment. Within the CTSAM, various issues relating
to school transport with respect to journey-phases are listed. Table 3.2 shows the
categories which are based on the current coach-based school transport in the UK.
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Table 3.2 - Coach Travel Safety Analysis Matrix (CTSAM)

Journey
sequence
Pre
Journey

Journey

Post
Journey

Human/Host

Agent/Vehicle

Physical
Environment

• Accident Awareness
• Safety Measures
• Driver Check
• Children Safety

• Vehicle Safety
• Safety Measures
• Children Safety

• Coach Operating
Environment
and Procedures
• Route Safety
• Children Safety

• Children Safety
• Children Behaviour
Issues
• Stakeholder
Communication
• Children Safety
• Communication
Problems
• Preventions,
Suggestions & Future
Enhancements

• Problems During
Travel
• Vehicle Issues

• Environment
and Other
Problems

• Emergency
Procedures

• Pickup/Drop
Bus Stop Issues

A. Pre-Journey
This phase relates to all the activities which take place before the trip. Analysing prejourney activities help to identify issues that arise before the trip. Topics in this phase
help the investigators to identify the root cause for accidents and ways to prevent them.
This phase covers topics which include accident awareness, safety measures taken,
driver safety, children safety, vehicle safety, route safety and the operating
environment.
B. Journey
This phase relates to all activities that take places during a trip, which include children
safety, stakeholder communication, and issues faced during travel. By investigating
the journey phase, internal/external issues that lead to a coach accident can be
identified. It also helps in identifying the issues that may arise during the trip.
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C. Post-Journey
This phase relate to issues, which relate to the activities that take place after the trip.
Analysing post–journey activities helps the investigator to identify the stakeholder’s
experience of the trip. This phase covers topics, such as children safety, experiences,
suggestions, issues and the requirements of stakeholders and emergency in the event
of accidents. This phase helps the investigator to provide suggestions for
improvements.
3.5.3

Pilot Interviews

CTSAM was used to aid compiling questions for the interviews. Two experienced
stakeholders from each sector (Transport sector, Educational sector and social sector)
were asked to provide feedback on the suitability of the draft questions and their
recommendations were incorporated (Appendix 1 and 2).
3.5.4

Interviews

Participants were provided with a short introduction about the research prior to the
interview. Their consents to participate and to audio record, the interview was obtained
using a consent form. The interview was only conducted after the participant agreed
to participate and signed the consent form (Some of them refused their voice to be
recorded and sign the consent form but agreed to be interviewed anonymously).
3.5.5

Survey Analysis

Interview audio files were manually transcribed. The data analysis methodology
(thematic analysis) which has 6 steps, proposed by Braun and Clarke (2006 and 2013)
was followed using Nvivo. Step 1 is to familiarize with the data (i.e transcribing and
importing data). Step 2 is open coding in which initial codes are generated from the
imported data. In Step 3, categories are developed by reordering initial codes. In Step
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4, categories are reviewed and in Step 5, themes are defined and named (further
refinement of themes and analysis). Final Step is the write-up.
Step 1: Familiarize with the data
It involves, transcribing and noting down initial ideas by reading and re-reading
interview data. The transcribed text files and survey files are imported into the
internals folder. Once the data is imported, the case files and classifications are
created. Figure 3.4 shows the organization of folders in Nvivo.

Figure 3.4 - Organization of folders in Nvivo

Step 2: Generating Initial codes (Open Coding)
The initial codes are generated based on an open coding technique. The interview
guide prepared for the qualitative interviews relates to this step. The open coding is
done using the categories listed in Figure 3.6 as a reference. Figure 3.5 shows the open
coded data where Sources represents the number of stakeholders and references
represents number of times a particular word or sentence mentioned by the
stakeholders.
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Figure 3.5 - Open coded data

Step 3: Searching for Categories
Once the initial coding is done, possible categories within the initial codes are
developed by re-ordering them. Categories could be described as halfway between
initial codes and themes. Figure 3.6 shows the list of the categories from the initial
codes.
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Figure 3.6 - Categories from the initial codes

Step 4: Reviewing Categories
This Step involves in-depth understanding of highly qualitative aspects of data by
breaking down the constructed categories into sub-categories. The relationship
between the categories and insights into the meanings embedded in are analysed.
Step 5: Defining and Naming Themes (Data Reduction)
In this Step, the codes from the previous steps are consolidated in an abstract manner.
This step helps in sorting the existing categories into two major themes (issues and
requirements). It indicates the needs and problems of the stakeholders. Figure 3.7
shows the final codes that are identified under two themes (problems and
requirements) with the categories listed.
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Figure 3.7 - Categories and themes

Step 6: Write up
This Step involves summarising the categories and proposing empirical findings
which are presented in chapter 4.
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3.6

Phase 2 – Quantitative Survey

3.6.1

Survey Design

To further investigate the issues identified in the qualitative survey, a quantitative
survey was carried out across the UK. People who fitted in the categories of the
stakeholders in the previous survey (Parents, Teachers, School Headmasters, Coach
Operators, Drivers, Council Transport Officers and Road Safety Analysts) were
invited to participate. Table 3.3 shows the information which is obtained from the
government databases (DfE and National Statistics 2017)(Scottish Government 2015,
Commissioners 2017)(DVLA 2017a, Welsh Government 2017).
Table 3.3 - Total Population Size
Children
(Parents)

School

Operator

England

8,560,000

24,288

7,503

Scotland

684,415

2,524

971

Wales

104,959

1,574

858

Total

9,349,374

28,386

9,332

Driver

Council

353
393,382

32
22

392,382

407

Table 3.4 shows the minimum required sample size what is calculated based on the
recommendation of (Bernard 2010, DCED 2018) using equation 3.1.

s = (z2 (p(1 - p))/ e2) / 1 + (z2 (p(1 - p)) / e2n)
(3.1)
Where s = sample size | n = population size | z = z-score | e = margin of error | p =
standard deviation

A confidence level is defined as the statistical probability that the value of a parameter
falls within a specified range. Therefore, a confidence level of N% means that it is N%
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sure that the results contain in the true mean average of the designated population.
Each confidence level is translated to a z-score. A z-score is a statistical method for
rescaling the data that helps to draw comparisons easier (i.e) (90% = 1.645, 95% =
1.96, 99% = 2.58). The Confidence level is fixed, based on the understanding of the
target population (Martin 2016). Based on the outcome of the qualitative survey, the
confidence level and the margin of error was fixed as 90% and 10% respectively
(Margin of error is the maximum acceptable difference in results between the
population and sample). The quantitative survey was conducted for 12 months
(January 2017 to December 2017). In total 4,676 invitations were sent out in which
403 responses were received which gives an overall response rate of 8.6%. Figure 3.8
shows the analysis of the responses received from different stakeholders.
Table 3.4 - Minimum Required Sample Size and Response rates
Parents

School

Operator

England

62

58

54

Scotland

5

6

7

Wales

1

4

6

Required
Sample
Total

68

68

67

68

58

Invitations
Sent:

2500

500

1269

1269

407

Responses
Received:

109 (4.3%)

73 (14.6%)

72 (5.6%)

80 (6.3%)

69 (16.9%)

Total:

Driver

Council
51

68

4
3

403 (8.6%)
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Figure 3.8 - Responses received from different stakeholders

3.6.2

Questionnaire

A Questionnaire for the quantitative survey (Appendix 3) was prepared based on the
outcome of the qualitative survey. Once the questions were prepared, a pilot survey
was conducted with two experienced stakeholders from each sector (Transport sector,
Educational sector and social sector) to provide feedback on the suitability of the
questions and their recommendations on the questionnaire structure were
incorporated.
3.6.3

Survey Implementation

The updated questionnaire was uploaded to google forms, which provides a userfriendly interface for form creation and basic analytic tools. Research description was
shown to the participant at the beginning of the survey.
3.6.4

Survey Analysis

Once the survey was over, the data from google forms was exported into the .xls
format. As most of the questions were multiple choice based and had yes, no and may
be type answers, it was simple to analyse the data as shown in Figure 3.9. The Crosstabulation method was used to analyse the relationship between the stakeholders’
answers (Hellevik 1988) as shown in Figure 3.10.
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Figure 3.9 - Quantitative data analysis

Figure 3.10 - Cross tabulation analysis

3.7

Chapter Summary

To understand the safety of children travelling via coaches in the UK, a sequential
exploratory mixed-method research design was implemented. This includes a
qualitative survey followed by a quantitative survey. Luton Borough Council in East
of England was selected as a study area for the qualitative survey and semi-structured
interviews were used to collect the data. Based on the qualitative survey results, a
quantitative survey conducted across the UK to test the results. The overall outcome
of the survey is discussed in the chapter 4.
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Chapter 4
Survey Results
4.1

Introduction

This chapter discusses the results of the qualitative survey followed by the quantitative
survey. The survey results are compared with similar research published in the relevant
literature. From the survey results, the significant issues and requirements of
stakeholders are identified. The chapter concludes by a summary.
4.2

Qualitative Survey Results

The thematic analysis proposed by (Clarke and Braun 2013) was used to analyse the
qualitative survey results. This resulted in the creation of two themes, “stakeholders’
issues” and “stakeholders’ requirements”.
4.2.1 Safety Issues
Key issues expressed by most of the stakeholders were “unawareness of the vehicle’s
and the driver’s conditions” throughout the journey. Parents pointed out that “they
trust the schools and the operators” when asked about how they were sure about the
safety of vehicles for the trips. Similarly, schools put their trust on the operators. But
based on the traffic commissioner reports, a minimum of 2 to 3 operator’s licenses are
revoked every week in the UK due to operator’s non-compliance (Commissioners
2017). Parents and schools are unaware of these statistics (Ramachandran, Sahandi,
Prakoonwit, Khan, et al. 2017). “Children’s behaviour at bus stops and inside the bus”
is the second major issue reported by the stakeholders. Children who left unsupervised
at bus stops and inside the bus may create unnecessary problems like bullying, fighting
with each other, throwing items at each other when they are on the coach, etc. Most of
the drivers reported that they were “disturbed by children” while driving the coach. In
extreme cases, drivers had to stop the coach and resolve issues between the children
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before continuing their journey. School bus drivers are more likely to commit
violations or errors than non-school bus drivers because of in-vehicle distractions from
their young passengers (Yasmin et al. 2013). The next issue is “lack of training of
drivers” in handling school children. This leads to “driver’s misbehaviour” like yelling
at children and getting tensed while driving puts the children at risk. Another issue is
the “use of inexperienced drivers” who are responsible for most of the accidents.
Required by law, drivers must have gone through a Disclosure and Barring Services
(DBS) check before transporting school children. However, there is no law in respect
of driver’s experience regarding school transport. If drivers are DBS checked and hold
a proper license, they can drive coaches for school trips.
Some drivers reported that “vehicles being out of control” is a common reason for
accidents that had risen due to improper maintenance of coaches. Required by law,
coach operators must carry out a daily walk around check, six-week maintenance
check and yearly MOT for each coach. It is necessary to keep a coach fit for purpose
and the frequency of checks varies depending upon the operator and the size of the
fleet. If an operator is found failing to do any of these checks, it may lead to a 2-weeks
suspension or license revoked. A typical reason for a 2-week suspension is the “failure
of drivers to carry out properly a daily walk around checks”.
“Driver fatigue” is another commonly reported reason for coach accidents. Allocating
a driver who hasn’t taken enough rest to a coach trip leads to driver fatigue, which
puts children at risk. However, the “real rest taken by the driver” may not be known
until the driver admits it.
It is mandatory for drivers to use a tachograph, a device that records the speed, distance
travelled and driving hours of the driver. Required by law, drivers must strictly follow
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the driving hours. Based on the type of the trip legal driving hours may vary. The
maximum legal driving hours allocated to a driver is 9 hours per day. Drivers must
take a compulsory break after driving continuously for 4.5 hours. After completing 9
hours driving, drivers have to take a compulsory 11 hours break before driving the
next day (DVSA 2016a). It is illegal to drive without a tachograph. Coach operators
expressed during the interviews, “driving hours violation” is a serious issue with coach
drivers, which must be addressed. In some accidents, coach drivers are not the one
who commits mistakes. “Behaviour of other drivers around the coach” is also reported
as one possible reason for coach accidents during the stakeholder interviews because
sometimes, recklessness drivers around school coaches can lead to accidents. If a
coach is carrying children, the coach should display the school bus sign on at the front
and rear of the vehicle.
Some issues are specific to trip types. School trips by coaches may involve higher
risks compared to home to school services. The major issue reported by the drivers
during the interview is the issue with the long-haul trips is the “21 hours double
manned (drivers) trips”. If two drivers are assigned for a long trip, they can drive for
21 hours continuously with the same legal rest time (DVSA 2016a). The problem here
is, when one driver is driving, the other one is expected to rest on the seat which may
not be comfortable according to the drivers. In most cases, the second driver cannot
sleep and end up driving without having an appropriate rest. Another issue mentioned
by most of the drivers during the interview is the place where they stay during the
trips. Drivers reported that they were “not given proper accommodation” during the
trips. Sometimes the drivers are left without accommodation and expected them to
sleep inside the coach. Even when accommodation is provided, it might be close to
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the area where students are staying and drivers are continuously disturbed by students
whilst sleeping.
In respect of home to school transport, the major issue reported by the stakeholders
was “lateness”. Sometimes the parents fail to arrive at the right time, leaving children
alone at the bus stops, which is worst during the winter months. In addition, sometimes
coaches arrive late due to heavy traffic and parents make phone calls to know the
location of the coach.
Table 4.1 and Figure 4.1 show the top 10 issues identified in the order of importance,
expressed by all the stakeholders. Unawareness of the driver & coach conditions is the
top issues identified among all the stakeholders. However, the order of importance
may change depending on the type of stakeholder. For example, unawareness of
driver’s and coach’s conditions are the top issue for parents and Headmasters, but for
drivers’, children’s behaviour inside the bus is the primary issue.
Table 4.1 - Top 10 safety issues
No

Identified Issues

1

Unawareness of driver and coach conditions

2

Children behaviour (bus stop, inside the coach)

3

Delays of parents or drivers (lateness)

4

Inexperienced driver (driver error)

Trip Type

Home to School Services
(HSS) & Occasional
Coach Hires (OCH)

HSS&OCH

HSS

HSS&OCH
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5

Driver become disturbed by pupils on the
coach

HSS&OCH

6

Vehicle out of control (vehicle error)

HSS&OCH

7

Driver fatigue

HSS&OCH

8

Other vehicles behaviour around the coach
(external factors)

HSS&OCH

9

21 hours double team journey

10

Driving hours violation

OCH

HSS&OCH
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Figure 4.1 - Top 10 safety issues in school transport using private coach hires

Figures 4.2 to 4.7 show the significance of the issues as expressed by the stakeholders.
Coach operator's order-of importance of issues related to the things which affect the
service they provide. The first 4 issues in Figure 4.2 relate to children, parents and
schools and the subsequent issues concern drivers. Figure 4.3 shows the top 10 issues
relating to coach drivers. Most of them relate to the involvement of drivers with
children. Other issues like difficulties in 21 hours double team journey and night stay
during trips only relates to drivers.
Figure 4.4 and 4.5 show the top issues expressed by Headmasters and parents which
concern children safety. Figure 4.6 and 4.7 show the top issues of road safety, as
indicated by analysts and local authorities during the interviews.
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Figure 4.2 - Top 10 issues of coach operators

Figure 4.3 - Top 10 issues of coach drivers

Figure 4.4 - Top 8 issues of Headmasters
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Figure 4.5 - Top 7 issues of parents

Figure 4.6 - Top 6 issues of road safety analysts

Figure 4.7 - Top 4 issues of Town Council Transport Officers
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Comparing the top issues of all the stakeholders, it is evident that unawareness of
drivers and vehicle conditions is one of the major issues identified. In the survey,
coach operators have admitted that schools or parents never inquired about the
vehicle’s or driver’s conditions in their many years of experience. Not verifying the
driver and vehicle conditions puts the children at risk. In Table 4.1, issues number 1
– Unawareness of driver and coach conditions, 4 – Inexperienced driver (driver error),
6 – Vehicle out of control (vehicle error) and 10 – Driving hours violation are most
significant which should be tested across the UK to check the presence of these issues
nationwide along with the other issues. The existing work (Anund et al. 2014, Kotoula
et al. 2017b) to identify safety issues in coach-based school transport di not address
the top issues identified through this study.
4.2.2

Stakeholder Requirements

The foremost requirement expressed by most of the stakeholders is the “need for bus
escorts". Bus escorts are the people who take care of the children during the journey.
They help to avoid problems like bullying, students running around, not wearing
seatbelts etc. “Supervising children at bus stops” is expressed by interviewees as a
way to avoid problems faced by children before they enter the coach. Having a bus
escort may increase operational costs. So, there is a financial difficulty for operators
in employing bus escorts. The next major requirement to content is the ability to know
the location of vehicles (“vehicle tracking”). If a coach is late because of traffic or any
other reason, worried parents call the coach driver or operator to find out about the
location of the coach. So, vehicle tracking is now an essential requirement for coaches
which are used for school transport. Though vehicle tracking systems are already
available, the cost of installation of tracking systems is still high.
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The next main requirement expressed by most of the interviewees is the “mechanism
to know the driver or vehicle status”. As mentioned earlier, coaches for school
journeys are ordered based on “trust”. But most of the stakeholders (parents and
Headmasters) would like to know the status of the vehicle and driver before the
commencement of journeys. “CCTV Cameras” present in most of the modern coaches
in which their recordings become proof for any safety-related issues. Stakeholders
indicated that having a CCTV camera will be an alternate option for bus escorts
because; most of the time students remain calm because of the fear of being recorded.
The recordings are protected by the Data Protection Act 1998 in which only the
authorities (i.e) school Headmasters and coach operators are allowed to view it.
Apart from coach operators and drivers, all other stakeholders expect “schools to check
the vehicle’s and driver’s condition” before the journey, but most schools fail to do
so. Many interviewees requested for “proper driver and passenger education” from
the government which helps the drivers and children to behave during the school
journey. Some drivers expressed during the interviews that sometimes, over speeding
does happen, even having strict “speed limits” set by the government as well as the
operators. So, there is a need to make sure that the speed limits are always adhered to
by drivers. Almost all the coach operators argued that there is a “need to avoid roads
with tight bends”. Currently, the routes are analysed using Google maps and the drivers
requested if there is a way to know about narrow road or sharp bends, it will be more
effective to plan the routes for schools’ journeys.
Parents would like operators and schools to select “brighter bus stops” and “a bus stop
which is not on a busy road”. These two requirements regarding bus stop selection are
important because during winter months sun will be very low and it gets dark very
early. So, selecting brighter bus stops is an important requirement. Regarding the
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routes which are selected for school trips and home to school journeys, coach operators
prefer to select motorways. “Preferring motorways” during school journey is
important to avoid time delays and faster arrival to the destination. One of the common
reasons for coach accidents is when the driver is distracted by pupils on the coach.
There is no legislation which stops people from disturbing driver while driving. For
example, during journey Headmasters had asked a driver to change the music which
actually distracts the driver from driving. Coach operators and drivers believe there is
a “need for legislation to stop people on coaches distracting drivers” during journeys.
Apart from vehicle tracking, “student tracking” is one of the requirements. Various
student tracking systems are available on the market but as the vehicle tracking system,
it has a high cost for deploying which makes coach operators to contemplate about
implementing it. There is also a requirement for safe and efficient route planning
systems which lets schools and coach operators plan the “shortest possible route”.
This was one of the issues raised by the interviewees. “safe driver” means safe travel.
Driver actions are contributing factors in more than 90% of road crashes (Yasmin et
al. 2014).
Drivers agreed that to “avoid traffic”, often they have to take diversions during trips
to reach the destination on time. So, a system to plan safe routes in case of traffic or
emergency is one of the requirements of coach drivers.
Table 4.2 and Figure 4.8 show the top 10 requirements which are identified in the
order of priority by the interviewees. Need for bus escorts, vehicle tracking and the
mechanism to provide information about driver’s and vehicle’s status are amongst the
top 3. However, in respect of priority, there were different views amongst the
interviewees.
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Table 4.2 - Top 10 Requirements of Stakeholders
No

Requirement

Trip Type

Bus escorts
1

HSS&OCH
Vehicle tracking

2

3

HSS&OCH
Information about driver’s and coach’s
status

HSS&OCH

Supervise student at bus stops
4

HSS
CCTV Cameras

5

6

HSS&OCH
Schools need to check the vehicle’s and the driver’s
documents for safety reasons

HSS&OCH

Requirement for driver - passenger education
7

HSS&OCH
Avoid narrow roads and sharp bends

8

HSS&OCH
Use routes with brighter bus stops

9

HSS
Bus drivers prefer motorways

10

HSS&OCH
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Figure 4.8 - Top 10 requirements in school transport when using private coach hire

Figures 4.9 to 4.14 show the individual requirements as mentioned by the stakeholders
to improve the safety of children in coach-based school transport. Figure 4.9 shows
the top 10 requirements by the coach operators interviewed. Similar to the issues
mentioned in the previous section, coach operators are more concerned about the
service they provide. Figure 4.10 shows the top 10 requirements of coach drivers.
Coach drivers are more concerned about their distraction in the coach by the pupils
while driving. Figure 4.11 and 4.14 show the top 10 and top 4 requirements of the
parents and Headmasters. The major requirement for parents is to know that their
children are travelling safe and where the coach currently is. To make sure that the
children are travelling safe, tracking systems and mechanism to know driver and
vehicle status are required. Figure 4.12 and 4.13 show the top 5 requirements of road
safety analysts and town council transport officers. Most of the requirements are
similar and both the stakeholders are concerned more about the children safety.
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Figure 4.9 - Top 10 requirements of coach operators

Figure 4.10 - Top 10 requirements of coach drivers

Figure 4.11 - Top 10 requirements of parents
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Figure 4.12 - Top 5 requirements of road safety analysts

Figure 4.13 - Top 5 requirements of town council transport officers

Figure 4.14 - Top 4 requirements of Headmasters
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By analysing the top requirements of the stakeholders listed in table 4.2, the most
significant ones identified are requirement number 3 (Information about driver’s and
vehicle status) and 6 (Schools need to check the vehicle’s and the driver’s documents
for safety reasons). The research by Shaaban et al. (2013), Anund et al. (2014),
Zambada et al. (2015), Hemalatha et al. (2017) to identify the requirements of
stakeholders in coach-based school transport did not address the significant issues
identified through this survey. Thus, the existing literature confirms the novelty of the
requirements identified in this survey.
4.2.3

Limitations of the Survey

This qualitative survey has few limitations. Luton Borough Council in East of England
is selected as the study area and the results are based on this area. It is important to
test the existence of the identified issues and requirements all over the UK. The coach
operators who participated were properly complying with the government guidelines.
However, those operators whose licenses were revoked did not participate in this
survey. School children were not included in this survey as the intention was to
identify the higher-level problems that arise due to operator non-compliance and other
safety issues in coach-based school transport. Future research could, include children
in their survey.
4.3

Quantitative Survey Results

The objective of this quantitative survey was to extend the research to a broader
geographical area further investigating the safety issues, which were emerged from
the qualitative survey, conducted in Luton Borough Council.
4.3.1

Safety Issues

From Section 2.7.2, we understood that contributory factors for 49% of the coach
accidents were only reported to the government and recorded. The remaining 51% of
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the contributory factors for coach accidents were unknown or not reported. Therefore,
during the two surveys, the stakeholders were asked for their views on the cause for
coach accidents when carrying children. Most of the replies related the cause to vehicle
errors and driver errors for coach accidents. This correlates with the information that
coach exist in the DfT-Ras database (DfT - Ras50005 2017). Table 4.3 and Figure
4.15 show the contributory factors for coach accidents as mentioned by the
stakeholders of coach-based school transport. The table indicates the number of
responses by the stakeholders.

Table 4.3 - Possible contributory factors for coach accidents – number of responses
by stakeholders

Issues
Vehicle error
Driver error
Inexperienced
driver
Driver got
disturbed by the
pupils
Other vehicles
around the coach
21 hours journey

School
Par
Head
ents
masters
77
55
55
41

Dri
Oper ver
ators
s
32
39
38
42

Town
Counci Total number
l
of responses
31
234
32
208

37

26

22

18

18

121

16

14

22

25

17

94

26
-

27
-

26
26

26
24

43
8

148
58
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journey
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Figure 4.15 - Possible contributory factors for coach accidents (stakeholder
responses)

4.3.2

Stakeholder Requirements

Each stakeholder has different requirements with respect to coach-based school
transport. Table 4.4 shows the number of stakeholders’ responses and Table 4.5 the
top requirements by the stakeholders respectively. The topmost requirement identified
is “GPS tracking” of coaches carrying schoolchildren. In terms of order of priority, in
this survey, GPS tracking topped the list, compared to the limited qualitative survey,
which appeared to be a lower priority. This reflects the need for school vehicle tracking
across the UK. Across the stakeholders, parents were very keen on the utilisation of
GPS tracking. Parents and town councils urged schools to check vehicles’ and drivers’
status before commencing the journey. 60% of the stakeholders answered “yes” and
10% of the stakeholders answered “maybe” when they were asked, “do you need an
effective mechanism to check the driver and vehicle status before commencing a
school journey”. This reflects the interest of stakeholders wanting to know the quality
of service they receive to ensure that schoolchildren are travelling safely on coaches.
Stakeholders also answered “yes” to when they were asked about the use of CCTV to
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record the pupils during the journey. Operators, drivers and town councils requested
for driver and passenger education before commencing the school trips for the first
time. Operators and drivers requested a legislation to stop pupils from disturbing the
drivers during a journey. However, the majority of the councils disagreed for the need
for legislation. They believe bus escorts or teachers in the vehicles during trips can
supervise students. During the qualitative survey, drivers mentioned that they are not
given proper room to stay during the school trips. To check this, drivers around the
UK were queried about this. More than 50% of the drivers expressed that they are not
given proper room to stay during the school trips which affects their sleep resulting in
poor driving. Table, 4.4 and 4.5 indicate the number of responses by stakeholders. In
Table 4.5, yes, no and maybe Indicates the total number of responses by the
stakeholders from Table 4.4
Table 4.4 - Stakeholder requirements

Parents
Requirements
GPS Tracking
Bus escort
Schools should check
driver and vehicle status
CCTV
Mechanism to check
driver and vehicle status
Driver education
Legislation to stop pupil
from disturbing drivers
Drivers are not given
proper room to stay
during the school trips
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9
9
7
4
1
0
4
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Table 4.5 Top stakeholder requirements
Requirements

yes

no

maybe

GPS Tracking

326

19

54

Bus escort

276

35

88

Schools should check driver and vehicle status

141

24

11

CCTV

285

29

83

Mechanism to check driver and vehicle status

175

42

70

Driver education

157

30

30

Legislation to stop pupil from disturbing drivers

130

45

43

32

41

6

Drivers are not given proper rooms to stay during
the school trips

4.4

Empirical Findings

Parents were queried, how they ensure that their children are travelling safely with
respect to the safety compliance procedures of coach operators, vehicle and driver, on
coaches arranged by schools. In response, 87.2% of the parents answered that they
trust the school and believe that they will follow all the safety procedures to ensure
the safety of children. Further, 8.3% of the parents indicated that they trust the school,
but also became involved with the coach booking process to ensure the schoolbook
for safe coach operators. Remaining parents expressed their concerns about the safety
of their children travelling on coaches as shown in Figure 4.16. (Full version of the
responses can be found in Annexure 6 and 7). These show that the majority of the
parents across the UK are not aware of the safety level of the hired coaches that their
children are travelling in and believe that the schools take care of the safety of their
children. Very few parents are involved in arranging coaches for school trips. To those
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who were involved in arranging coaches, they were further questioned, “how do they
select their coach operators for a journey?” In total, 50% of the parents responded that
they conduct an internet search to find operators with good reviews and low prices.
Further, 30% of them indicated that they request recommendations from their
councils. Further, 20% of them responded that they use experienced operators that
they have been using for a long time and had no issues with them. Interestingly, 90%
of the parents indicated that they trust coach operators and they do not check the
operators for compliant with the government safety regulations. This shows that the
parents who involved in booking coaches for school trips were also unaware of the
coaches’ conditions and drivers’ safety compliance history.

Figure 4.16 - Parents responses

The school Headmasters were asked, how they select their coach operator for a journey
(as shown in the Figure 4.17)? In total, 47.9% of them responded, by stating that they
use experienced operators that they have been using for a long time and never had any
issues with them. A further 31% of the Headmasters indicated that they sought
recommendations from their County Councils for selecting coach operators. Finally,
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9.9% of the Headmasters indicated that they conduct an internet search to find
operators with good reviews and low prices. These show that there are no pre-check
safety criteria applied for the identification of safe coach operators apart from seeking
suggestions from the local Council (Department for Education 2014).

Figure 4.17 – Responses of the Headmasters to the first question

Further, to check, how schools validate the safety of the coaches and drivers that they
are choosing for school trips, they were asked, “how do you ensure that the coach
operator is compliant with the government safety regulations?” In total 87.3% of the
Headmasters indicated that they do not perform checks on operators in respect of their
compliance with the government safety regulations”. However, 5.6% indicated that
they check the operators’ OCRS scores and driver(s) license points” as shown in
Figure 4.18. That 5.6 % were further questioned, “how do they ensure that the details
provided by the operator are correct?” In response, 91.4% of the Headmasters
indicated that they trust the operator and accept the information that they provide. Only
2.9% of the Headmasters answered that they cross check with the DVLA before
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booking a coach. This clearly shows that schools are not aware of the safety status of
coach operators, their coaches and drivers.

Figure 4.18 - Response of the Headmaster to the second question

Further, coach operators and drivers were asked, “in your experience in coach
industry, have you ever been asked by schools to provide information on your OCRS
scores, (Operator Compliance Risk Score)?”. In total 87.3% coach operators and
83.5% of drivers indicated, “No, they had never been asked”. 11.3% coach operators
and 15.2% coach drivers indicated they been rarely asked. Only, 1.4% of coach
operators and 1.3% of drivers answered, “Yes, they had been asked for it all the time.
Figure 4.19 and Figure 4.20 show the coach operator and driver responses. The
majority of the stakeholders in the coach industry confirmed that schools never
enquired about their safety levels. This further compliments the responses of the
parents and other stakeholders.
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Figure 4.19 - Questions and the response of coach operators

Figure 4.20 – Question and response of coach drivers

However, to further verify this, town council transport officers were questioned, “do
you think schools check coach operator’s OCRS scores, vehicle safety checks and
drivers’ license points before their children commencing a coach journey?”. In total
63.6% of county councils responded, “No they don’t”. A further 10.6% answered “yes,
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but they rarely check it and 4.5% of them replied, “yes, they check it all the time”.
This confirms that most of the schools do not check the safety level of the coaches
selected for school trips. In response to the question “do you think parents check
coach operators’ OCRS scores, vehicle safety checks and drivers’ license points before
the children commencing a coach journey?”. In total 85.1% of the Council said “No,
they don’t” and 1.5% of them said, “Yes, but they rarely check it”. Figure 4.21 and
4.22 shows the town councils’ responses. These results confirm that an inappropriate
approach in booking (i.e.) booking coaches without checking the compliance of coach
companies and the knowledge gap clearly exists between the parents, schools and
coach operators. As it was mentioned in Section 4.3, the results prove deficiencies in
the practice across the UK and the knowledge gap among the stakholders identified
through this survey. This issue has not been addressed in the literature (Aigner-Breuss
et al. 2010, Anund et al. 2011, 2014, Kotoula et al. 2017a). Full detailed analysis of
the survey are provided in Section 4.5.

Figure 4.21 - Town Councils response 1
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Figure 4.22 - Town Councils response 2

4.5

Results Interpretation

When planning any activities, schools are required to demonstrate that they have
conducted risk assessments for a daily home to school transport or the occasional trips
which are considered as high-risk. This is even more crucial if the transport is made
through private coach hires where a third-party operator is involved who is not
operating under the school management. Normally schools complete their risk
assessments paperwork before each trip. However, this does not stop coach operators
from using non-roadworthy vehicles or unsafe drivers who are not fit to work or
improperly trained. The qualitative survey analysis showed the critical issues present
in the coach-based school transport. It also showed the critical knowledge gap present
between the stakeholders. However, to test these results all over the UK, a quantitative
survey was conducted. Results of the quantitative survey proved the existence of the
top significant issues and requirements identified through the qualitative survey.
Previous efforts to identify the safety-related issues (Anund et al. 2014, Kotoula et al.
2017a) and requirements (Aigner-Breuss et al. 2010, Anna et al. 2012) with coach-
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based school transport did not address the high significant issues (No. 1, 4 and 6 from
Table 4.1) and requirements (No. 3 and 6 from Table 4.2) identified through this study.
The less significant issues (No. 2, 3, 5, 7, 8, 9 and 10 from Table 4.1) and requirements
(No. 1, 2, 4, 5, 7, 8, 9 and 10) proved that the issues and requirements of stakeholders
in the UK is similar to the issues and requirements in Europe addressed in the existing
literature (Anund et al. 2010, 2014, Ipingbemi and Aiworo 2013b, Harrison et al. 2014,
Beck and Nguyen 2017b, Caceres et al. 2017, Hemalatha et al. 2017, Kotoula et al.
2017a, Villa-González et al. 2018, Miranda et al. 2018, Takalikar et al. 2018).
Therefore, the significant findings of this survey i.e. “unawareness of the driver and
vehicle condition by parents and schools” are unique and novel.
The contributory factors for coach accidents mentioned by the stakeholders match the
contributory factors reported by the government. The surveys also show it is unlikely
that schools would check the coach operator’s safety records for compliance with the
government’s procedures and regulations. With 48,000+ school trips made every year,
it is important that schools are able to access and select the right coach operator their
trips. However, it seems that schools do not have access to relevant databases or do
not have sufficient knowledge about the coach industry. There is a misconception
amongst the schools that if the coach operator has a licence to operate, they fully
comply with all the government regulations. However, in reality, coach operators are
not compliant all the time and the traffic commissioners’ reports confirm this. It is
evident that there is a serious knowledge gap present between the stakeholders. This
should be given immediate attention before children lives are put at risk. We tried to
address the significant issues and requirements identified through the surveys through
our safety solution which is explained in the next section.
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4.6

Standards and Solutions

The issue for schools is that without specialist knowledge it is very difficult to know
which is which. The ability to make an informed choice is vital. It is highly unlikely
any teacher, governor or parent will be technically able to properly assess the safety
credentials of a commercial coach fleet operation. For those who make the decision
on price, the cheapest price quotation (quote) from operators may not always be the
safest quote but it may be if certain criteria are met. Consider how this process could
be improved if schools selected coach operators who were able to demonstrate
minimum requirements in terms of safety and perhaps industry good practice through
regular operator validation. By sourcing coach transport from fleet operators that are
validated to a recognised industry standard helps remove the need for technical
capability and provides a level of assurance. There are three key areas, which should
be used to identify a safe fleet operator:
a) Safer operator: meeting the standards of the DVSA in terms of fleet operation.
b) Safer coaches: ensuring vehicles are roadworthy and safety checks are carried out
regularly to the DVSA standards.
c) Safer drivers: confirming drivers are medically fit, within legal driving hours, are
trained on road risk and their driving licences checked through DVLA.
A safety transport framework is proposed which validates a coach operator by
analysing the above three key areas. The framework will not only validate the coach
operators, but also provide recommendations to improve their fleet safety, based on
analysing their past incidents/records. The framework is discussed in detail in Chapter
5.
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4.6.1

Quotation Process

Quotation is the process of obtaining prices from coach operators for a particular
school journey between two geographical locations. Headmaster or an eventcoordinator in school carries out the safety assessment for a school trip and then selects
an appropriate coach operator to provide the service (sometimes parents recommend
coach operators to the Headmasters). Many coach operators in the UK provide coach
services for school trips. To select a coach operator, a headmaster/event-coordinator
(customer) normally provides details of a school journey to several coach operators
(brokers) to obtain quotations. A quotation normally provides a list of coaches with
corresponding prices for the journey. The prices vary depending on the type of coach,
number of passengers and distance between source and destination. If the customer is
happy with the quotation, a booking is made for the coach. Figure 4.23 shows the
existing quotation process where no validation of coach operators involved.

Figure 4.23 - Existing quotation process
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Figure 4.24 - Quotation process with coach operator validation

Figure 4.24 shows the quotation process that employs our proposed safety framework,
which introduces a coach operator validator that connects with the existing quotation
system. When customers try to get a quote, coach prices along with their safety score
will be displayed. This helps the customers to make an informed decision thereby
reducing the risks of selecting an operator who is non-compliant with the government
safety guidelines. The framework can also act as a stand-alone system for validation
of a coach operator without the quotation engine and to provide intelligent safety
recommendations for coach operators. Next chapter discusses the safety transport
framework in detail.
4.7

Chapter Summary

This chapter presented the results of a sequential mixed method research design.
Significant issues of coach-based school transport are identified. The most significant
safety issue identified is the stakeholders’ unawareness of the driver and vehicle
condition before and during school trips. When schools request coaches for field trips,
the safety and operation conditions of vehicles and drivers are not checked by the
schools. Requests are made based on trusting coach operators and their compliance
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with all the safety guidelines, regulations and standards set by the UK government.
However, according to the traffic commissioner’s reports, it is hard to assume that all
the coach operators are complying with the safety guidelines and standards. This
reflects that the problem is not with the existing regulation but with the operator
compliance with the regulation. This requires an urgent action before more children
lives are put at risk.
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Chapter 5
Proposed Safety Transport Framework
5.1

Introduction

This chapter discusses the development of a proposed safety transport framework to
help schools and parents to choose fully compliant coach operators. It also provides
safety recommendations to coach operators to improve their fleet safety. Five-steps
are involved in the framework providing the theoretical underpinning of the
framework. Further, the framework is expressed mathematically and tested with real
data. The chapter concludes by presenting the results of testing of the framework.
5.2

Framework Design Process

The development of the framework was guided by the information obtained from
literature search and the analysis of two surveys which gathered views of stakeholders.
In addition, the analysis of data on coach accidents obtained from the UK
government’s databases has influenced the framework. Further, the framework is
developed to address the significant issues and requirements identified in chapter 4.
5.3

The Proposed Safety Framework

The purpose of the framework is to reduce the malpractices and also bridge the
knowledge gap that exists amongst the stakeholders of coach-based school transport.
The framework can also be used to provide information of safety compliance of coach
operators, as well as guiding them to improve the safety of their fleet.
The proposed safety framework consists of five steps: data acquisition, data
verification, data weight assignment, safety score calculation and intelligent data
analysis, as shown in Figure 5.1. In Step 1, data from coach operators relating to the
safety aspects of their coaches and drivers are obtained. The data collected is then
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verified using the government repositories (DVSA 2016b, DVLA 2017b) in Step 2. In
step 3, weight points are assigned to the verified data. Safety scores are calculated
from the weight points allocated to the operators, their coaches and drivers in Step 4.
The scores are then used to sort the coach operators in respect of their safety. To be
precise, the framework is designed in a way to find the safest coach and driver pair
amongst any number of coach operators. In Step 5, the framework analyses the coach
operator’s data and provide safety recommendations to improve their felt safety levels.

Figure 5.1 - Overview of the proposed safety framework
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Figure 5.2 shows more details of the proposed safety framework. Each step has its
own set of processes represented as sub-steps which are explained in detail in section
5.3.1 to 5.3.5.

Figure 5.2 - Sub-steps of the proposed safety framework

5.3.1

Step 1: Data Acquisition

The first step in this framework is data acquisition. Figure 5.3 shows the detailed
illustration of data collection. In this step, the data of a coach operator (i.e. operator
licence number and OCR scores (see section 5.3.1.1)), relevant information about their
coaches (i.e. daily “first use” and “last use” checks, (MOT) test certificate, valid
insurance and road tax (see section 5.3.1.2)) and drivers (i.e. penalty points on his/her
license, (DBS) and driving hours check (see section 5.3.1.3)) are determined and
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collected in parallel. The data of the coach operator, their coaches and drivers were
determined according to the safety standards set by DVSA and DVLA for coach
operators in the UK. (DVSA 2011, 2013, 2014a, 2014b, 2014c, 2016c, VOSA 2011,
DVLA 2017b). Once all the data is obtained from the operators, it is sent to Step 2 for
verification as shown in Figure 5.3.

Figure 5.3 - Detailed illustration of data collection (Step 1 of the safety transport
framework)

5.3.1.1 Operator Data Collection
In the UK, DVSA awards an Operator Compliance Risk Score (OCRS) to each coach
operator indicating the level of safety operated by its fleet. OCRS is used by the DVSA
to decide whether a coach should go through safety inspection or not. When OCRS is
high, it is more likely for a coach to be inspected. There are three categories in OCRS:
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Roadworthiness (ROCRS), Traffic (TOCRS) and Combined (COCRS) (DVSA
2016b). ROCRS is calculated based on the number of defect points identified during
roadside inspections of a coach (see equation 5.1). TOCRS is calculated based on the
number of offence points received during the roadside inspections (see equation 5.2).
COCRS is calculated based on the total number of defect points and offence points
(see equation 5.3). OCRS is represented by four bands. They are Green (Low – risk
operator), Amber (Medium risk operator), Red (High – risk operator) and Grey
(unknown operator) (DVSA 2016d). Depending on the points received for each
category during a 3-year rolling period, the OCRS band is determined as shown in
Figure 5.4. Table 5.1 provides more detail on how the bands are awarded.

Figure 5.4 - OCRS Calculation (DVSA 2016b)
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Table 5.1 - OCRS Band Scoring Guide (DVSA 2016b)

For example, consider an operator who has been operating for less than a year and
receives 200 roadworthiness defect points from 4 inspections and 150 traffic offence
points from 2 inspections (Please refer (DVSA 2016b) for the list of all the defect and
offence points). To calculate ROCRS, equation 5.1 is used,

𝑅𝑂𝐶𝑅𝑆 =

Year 1 points (defect) + (Year 2 points x 0.75) + (Year 3 points x 0.5)
Number of inspections

(5.1)

By applying the example values of roadworthiness (200 defect points from 4
inspections) in the equation 5.1,

𝑅𝑂𝐶𝑅𝑆 =

200 + (0 x 0.75) + (0x 0.5)
= 50
4

This puts the operator in Roadworthiness Red band. Similarly, to calculate TOCRS,
equation 5.2 is used.

𝑇𝑂𝐶𝑅𝑆 =

Year 1 points (offence) + (Year 2 points x 0.75) + (Year 3 points x 0.5)
Number of inspections

(5.2)

Applying the example values of traffic (150 offence points from 2 inspections) in the
equation 5.2.

𝑇𝑂𝐶𝑅𝑆 =

150 + (0 x 0.75) + (0x 0.5)
= 75
2

This puts the operator in the Red band. To calculate the COCRS, equation 5.3 is used.
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𝐶𝑂𝐶𝑅𝑆 =

𝑅𝑜𝑎𝑑𝑤𝑜𝑟𝑡ℎ𝑖𝑛𝑒𝑠𝑠 𝑑𝑒𝑓𝑒𝑐𝑡 𝑝𝑜𝑖𝑛𝑡𝑠 + 𝑇𝑟𝑎𝑓𝑓𝑖𝑐𝑒 𝑜𝑓𝑓𝑒𝑛𝑐𝑒 𝑝𝑜𝑖𝑛𝑡𝑠
(5.3)
No. of Roadworthiness inspections + No. of Traffic inspections

By substituting the example values of roadworthiness and traffic values in equation 5.3.

𝐶𝑂𝐶𝑅𝑆 =

200 + 150
= 58.33
4+2

This puts the operator in the red band. COCRS/ROCRS/TOCRS are updated by DVSA
every week (DVSA 2016b).
To conclude, during Step 1, detailed information about a coach operator such as
ROCRS, TOCORS, COCRS are collected. For the purpose of this thesis, these scores
will be referred to as attributes and the OCRS bands will be referred to as parameters.
Table 5.2 shows these attributes and their parameters. (Note: Coaches’ and drivers’
data are also represented as attributes and parameters in Section 5.3.1.2 and 5.3.1.3
respectively)
Table 5.2 - Coach operator attributes and their parameters, for selecting relevant
parameters
Operator Attributes
1. License number

Operator Parameters

Reference

Number

2. Roadworthiness OCRS
(ROCRS)?

Green/Amber/Red/Grey

3. Traffic OCRS (TOCRS)?

Green/Amber/Red/Grey

4. Combined OCRS
(COCRS)?

Green/Amber/Red/Grey

(DVSA 2011)
(DVSA 2016b)
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5.3.1.2 Coach Data Collection
MOT test is an annual test of vehicle safety, roadworthiness aspects and exhaust
emissions test required in the UK. It is required by law that a coach must have a valid
MOT test certificate, insurance and road tax to run legally on the road. Therefore, it is
vital to check this information along with the other safety checks.
“First use check” is crucial for a coach journey as it helps the driver to identify any
faults in the vehicle may have before the start of a journey. “Last use check” is
performed once the driver completes a journey. If any defects identified during the
check, it has to be rectified before the next journey. Detailed information in respect of
“first use check” and “last use check” for each coach is collected and recorded.
Table 5.3 - Coach attributes and their parameters, for selecting relevant parameters
Coach Attributes

Parameters

Reference

1. Coach registration
number
2. Valid MOT test
certificate/Road
Tax/Insurance?

Yes/No

3. “first use” and “last use”
check carried out properly
for each vehicle?

Yes/No

4. Are the defects identified
during the safety checks
rectified before the
journey?

Yes/No

(DVSA 2011)
(DVSA 2018)

5.3.1.3 Driver Data Collection
In the UK, drivers can be fined by courts for motoring offences and penalty points can
be endorsed on their driving license. Penalty points on the license can indicate the
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quality of driving and therefore be used to determine the driver’s driving safety level.
Penalty points will stay on the driving license between 4 to 11 years, depending on the
offence. Drivers can be disqualified from driving if they build up to 12 penalty points
or more within three years (6 points or more, if they are new drivers holding their
licence for less than 2 years) (DVLA 2017b). In addition, drivers are expected to be
driving in legal driving hours (allowed up to 9 hours per day (VOSA 2011)).
Table 5.4 - Driver attributes and their parameters, for selecting relevant parameters
Driver Attributes

Parameters

Reference

1. Driver license number

2. DBS checked?

Yes/No

3. In legal driving hours?
(allowed up to 9 hours per
day)

Yes/No

4. Number of points on
driver license whose
experience less than 2
years?

1-6

5. Number of points on
driver license whose
experience more than 2
years?

1-12

(DVSA 2011,
DVLA 2017b)

Once all the required data is collected from the coach operators, the data is verified
using official/source databases as discussed in section 5.3.2.
5.3.2

Step 2: Data Verification

It is important to verify the operators’ data to check its authenticity. Figure 5.5 shows
the data verification process in detail. Subsequent to obtaining the data from the
operator, operator data can be verified using the DVSA database. Their coaches data
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can be verified using the safety process (See section 5.3.2.2) and their driver data can
be verified using the DVLA database and the safety process. Once the data is verified
with their authentic sources, it is then compared with the data entered by the coach
operator. If they match, then the data is sent to step 3 for data weight assignment. At
the same time, the reasons for the OCR scores of an operator (i.e) number of
inspections and defect numbers (DVSA 2016b) are retrieved from the DVSA and sent
to Step 5 for further processing as shown in Figure 5.5.

Figure 5.5 - Detailed illustration of data verification process (Step 2 of the safety
transport framework)

5.3.2.1 Operator Data Verification
Operator data can be retrieved from the DVSA database using the operator licence
number to compare and verify it with the information obtained from the operator. The
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reason to collect and verify operator data is to avoid the risk of using outdated data
due to latency in updating the DVSA database with the OCRS scores. The DVSA
database is updated every Saturday of the week and any changes which may occur
between Sunday and Friday will not be instantly incorporated into the database
(DVSA 2016b). Table 5.5 shows the Operator attributes and their parameters along
with the sources of their verification.
Table 5.5 - Coach operator attributes, parameters and verification sources
Operator Attributes

1. License number
2. Roadworthiness OCR

Operator Parameters

Source

Number

Coach operator

Green/Amber/Red/Grey

Score

DVSA

3. Traffic OCR Score

Green/Amber/Red/Grey

DVSA

4. Combined OCR Score

Green/Amber/Red/Grey

DVSA

5.3.2.2 Coach Data Verification
Data verification for coaches is slightly different compared to the operators. Table 5.6
shows the coach attributes and parameters along with the verification sources. In Table
5.6, attribute numbers 2 is verified by DVSA, 3 and 4 by the safety check process that
is created in this thesis as shown in Figure 5.6. (Note: attributes and parameters are
verified for every coach).
Table 5.6 - Coach attributes, parameters and verification sources
Coach Attributes

Coach Parameters

Source

1. Coach registration
number(s)
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2. MOT/Road
Tax/Insurance

3. First use and last use
check

4. Rectification of identified
defects

Numbers

Coach operator

Yes/No

DVSA

Yes/No

Safety process
database

Yes/No

Safety process
database

Proposed Safety Check Process: The proposed “safety check” process consists of
two options: driver interface and mechanic interface as shown in Figure 5.6. Driver
interface option facilitates login, enabling driver access to: coach check and driving
hours check. With Coach Check, the driver can perform “first use” or “last use check”
for a coach using a mobile application. The details will be stored in the safety process
database. If any defect is detected during the checks, a message consisting of the
details will be sent to the mechanic of the corresponding operator which can be
accessed by the mechanic via the mechanic interface option. Once the mechanic
rectifies a defect, it will add the record to the safety process database. Further, drivers
can record their driving hours from tachographs (a device that stores driver’s driving
hours). Safety check and driving hours details can be accessed during the data
verification process to verify the “first use” or “last use check” through a dedicated
interface from the safety process database as shown in Figure 5.6.
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Figure 5.6 - Safety check process for recording “first use” and “last use” checks and
driver tachograph data
5.3.2.3 Driver Data Verification
Driver licence numbers (attribute) are used to retrieve the DVLA penalty points on the
licence. These points are then compared with the number of points entered by the
coach operators during the data acquisition step. If they match, then the number of
points on the license is verified. Table 5.7 shows the driver attributes and their
parameters verification sources. Attribute number 2 is verified by DBS, whereas
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attribute number 3 is verified by the contents of the information in the safety process
database through a dedicated interface as shown in Figure 5.6.
Table 5.7 - Driver attributes, parameters and verification sources
Driver Attributes

Driver Parameters

Source

Numbers

Coach operator

Yes/No

DBS

Yes/No

Safety process
database

3. Number of points on
driver license whose
experience less than 2
years?

1-6

DVLA

4. Number of points on
driver license whose
experience more than 2
years?

1-12

DVLA

1. Driver license numbers
(s)
2. DBS checked?
In legal driving hours?
(allowed up to 9 hours per
day)

5.3.3

Step 3: Weight Allocation

Before computing the safety scores for operators, weight points are allocated to coach
operator data, based on the level of importance of the attributes and parameters of the
data (VOSA 2011, DVSA 2014b, DVLA 2017b). Figure 5.7 shows the illustration of
the weight point allocation. Sections 5.3.3.1 to 5.3.3.3 provide a detailed explanation
on the weight allocation criteria and Section 5.3.4 explains the safety score calculation
in detail.
5.3.3.1 Operator Data Weight Allocation
Using the OCRS band scoring guide (see Table 5.1), an equivalent weighting criteria
of 100 to 1 is created for each operator attributes as shown in Table 5.8. (The weighting
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criteria of 100 to 1 is used to bring standardisation in weighting so that the comparison
across different attributes can be possible (Woodcock et al. 2004)). The
roadworthiness defect points from which ROCRS is then calculated, ranging from 1
to 400 (DVSA 2016b). Based on the range of Green and Amber defect points, which
is 1 to 25 (see Table 5.1), equivalent weigh points of 100 to 76 is allocated. For the
Red parameter, the defect points vary from 26 to 400. Equivalent weight points are
allocated evenly to 26 to 400 defect points range with 0.200 weight points each. For
the Grey parameter, 100 weight points are allocated as the operator is yet to be given
a score by DVSA as shown in Table 5.8.
Table 5.8 - Operator parameters’ weight allocation
Weight allocation

1. Roadworthiness OCRS (ROCRS)

Parameters

Green

Amber

Red

Grey

Defect points

1 to 10

11 to 25

26 to 400

0

Weight points

100 to 91

90 to 76

75 to 1

100

Parameters

Green

Amber

Red

Grey

Offence Points

1 to 5

6 to 30

31 to 300

0

Weight points

100 to 96

95 to 71

70 to 1

100

2. Traffic OCRS (TOCRS)
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3. Combined (Roadworthiness + traffic) OCR Score

Parameters

Weight points

Green

Amber

Red

Grey

1 to 10

11 to 25

26 to 350

0

100 to 91

90 to 76

75 to 1

100

The traffic offence points from which the TOCRS is calculated ranges from 1 to 300
(DVSA 2016b). Based on the Green and Amber offence points range, which is, 1 to
30 (see Table 5.1), equivalent weight points of 100 to 71 are allocated. For the Red
band, the offence points vary from 31 to 300. Equivalent weight points are allocated
evenly to 31 to 300 penalty points range with 0.259 weight points each. COCRS defect
points range from 1 to 350 (DVSA 2016b). Based on the Green and Amber defect
point range, which is 1 to 25 (see Table 5.1), equivalent weight points of 100 to 76 are
allocated. For the Red band, the defect points vary from 26 to 250. Equivalent weight
points are allocated evenly to 26 to 250 defect points range with 0.230 weight points
each.
5.3.3.2 Coach Data Weight Allocation
After the coach data verification process, weighting criteria for coach attributes are
created as shown in Table 5.9. All the coach attributes listed in Table 5.9 are
mandatory for a coach to legally operate in the UK (DVSA 2016c). Therefore, they
are given with an equal level of importance (i.e. all the parameters are allocated with
equal weighting factors (DVSA 2014b). If there is no defect detected during the “first
use” and “last use check”, then Not Applicable parameter (N/A) can be used.
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Table 5.9 - Weight allocation to coach parameters’
Weights allocation

1.

MOT/ Road Tax/ Insurance

Attribute
Parameter and its weight points

2.

MOT

Tax

Insurance

Yes- 1

Yes- 1

Yes- 1

No- 0

No- 0

No- 0

First use check

Attribute

First use check

Defects rectified

done
Parameter and its weight points

Yes- 1

Yes- 1

No- 0

No- 0
N/A- 1

3.

Last use check

Attribute

Last use check
done

Defects rectified

Parameter and its weight points

Yes- 1

Yes- 1

No- 0

No- 0
N/A- 1

5.3.3.3 Driver Data Weight Allocation
After the driver data verification process, weight points are allocated to the driver’s
parameters as shown in Table 5.10. Attribute number 1 and 2 shown in Table 5.10 are
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mandatory for driving a coach legally in the UK. The weighting point 6.5 is assigned
to regulate the total driver weight point value. It does not represent any special value.
For example, drivers either get 6.5 weight points if they have DBS check or 0 if they
do not. For the driver licence points parameters, the UK government’s penalty point
system is used to allocate equivalent weight points (DVLA 2017b). Points on the
license indicate the quality of driving and can be used to determine the driving safety
level. New drivers with less than 2 years of holding the license are allowed up to 6
penalty points on their license (DVLA 2017b). Therefore, the penalty points range
from 0 to 6 and the equivalent weight point is allocated from 12 to 0. Drivers who held
their licence more than 2 years can get up to 12 points on their licence (DVLA 2017b).
Therefore, the penalty points range from 0 to 12. The equivalent weight point allocated
from 12 to 0 as shown in Table 5.10.
Table 5.10 - Driver parameters’ weight point assignment
Weights allocation

Attribute

1. DBS checked?

Parameters and its weight points

Yes- 6.5
No-0

2. In legal driving hours?
(allowed up to 9 hours per day)

Yes-6.5
No-0

3. Points on driver license
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1 to 2 years’ Experience

0-6 points

Weight points
12 to 0

5.3.4

2+ years

0 to 12 points

Weight points

12 to 0

Step 4: Safety Score Calculation

Once the weighting points are assigned, individual safety scores for an operator, their
coaches and their drivers can be calculated as shown in Figure 5.7. A maximum score
of 100 is used to represent these safety scores to create a standard scale so that
comparisons between them can be made (Woodcock et al. 2004). These safety scores
are then used to identify the safest vehicle and driver combination for each operator to
be used for a school journey. The output from Step 4 can be divided into (a). “Standalone framework” and (b). “Extended framework”.
Stand-alone framework:
The purpose of the stand-alone framework is to help the customers (school
Headmasters/parents) to be aware of the safety level of coach operators. Currently,
they seek the help of local council or use the Internet to find a coach operator for a
school journey (Department for Education 2014). The safety scores produced at the
end of Step 4 can help them to select the safest coach operator. The framework is
called stand-alone since it does not depend on any external sources such as quote
engines. Sections 5.3.4.1 to 5.3.4.3 explains the calculation of the safety score in detail.
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Extended framework:
The Stand-alone framework only provides information on the safety level of a coach
operator. However, to get a price quotation for a journey, it must be connected to a
quotation engine which is usually owned by a coach broker. A quote engine often
connects to several coach operators for retrieving prices for a journey. If the safety
scores are provided to a quote engine, a price quotation for a school journey along
with safety scores can be produced. Section 5.3.4.4 explains this in detail.
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Figure 5.7 - Detailed view of weight allocation and safety score calculation (Step 3
and Step 4 of the safety transport framework)

5.3.4.1 Operator Safety Score Calculation
The operator safety score is calculated using equation 5.4 and the weight points
obtained by the operator’s attributes listed in Table 5.8.

𝑂𝑝𝑒𝑟𝑎𝑡𝑜𝑟 𝑆𝑎𝑓𝑒𝑡𝑦 𝑆𝑐𝑜𝑟𝑒 (𝑜𝑠) =

𝑤𝑒𝑖𝑔ℎ𝑡 𝑝𝑜𝑖𝑛𝑡𝑠
∗ 100
Total weight points

(5.4)

Based on Table 5.8, the maximum weight points possible is 300. The maximum value
that equation 5.4 produces is 100.
5.3.4.2 Coach Safety Score Calculation
The coach safety score is calculated using equation 5.5 and the weight points obtained
from the coach attributes listed in Table 5.9. Based on Table 5.9, the maximum weight
points possible is 7.

𝐶𝑜𝑎𝑐ℎ 𝑆𝑎𝑓𝑒𝑡𝑦 𝑆𝑐𝑜𝑟𝑒 (𝑐𝑠) =

𝑤𝑒𝑖𝑔ℎ𝑡 𝑝𝑜𝑖𝑛𝑡𝑠
∗ 100
Total weight points − N/A 𝑤𝑒𝑖𝑔ℎ𝑡 𝑝𝑜𝑖𝑛𝑡𝑠

(5.5)

In equation 5.5, “N/A weight points” indicates the total number of weight points
obtained by the N/A parameters. N/A parameter is used in equation 5.5 to eliminate
an attribute which is not applicable to a particular coach. By doing this, the effect of a
not applicable attribute on the safety score can be avoided. Coaches must obtain the
maximum score of 100 to qualify for a journey.
5.3.4.3 Driver Safety Score Calculation
The driver safety score is calculated using equation 5.6 and the weight points obtained
from the driver’s attributes listed in Table 5.10. Based on Table 5.10, the maximum
weight points possible is 25.
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𝐷𝑟𝑖𝑣𝑒𝑟 𝑆𝑎𝑓𝑒𝑡𝑦 𝑆𝑐𝑜𝑟𝑒 (𝑑𝑠) =

𝑊𝑒𝑖𝑔ℎ𝑡 𝑝𝑜𝑖𝑛𝑡𝑠
∗ 100
Total weight points

(5.6)

In equation 5.6, “weight points” and “total weigh points” are similar to equation 5.4
but represents driver attributes. Drivers need to obtain a passing score of 52 or higher
to qualify for a journey. The reason being, DBS and applying the maximum driving
hours (see Table 5.10) are compulsory, their total weights along with the minimum
weight from the license points are considered as the passing score of 52. (i.e) 6.5+6.5
= 13. 13/25*100=52. (Passing score of 52 is set to standardise the passing score for all
the drivers so that the comparisons between them can be made (Woodcock et al. 2004).
The remaining driver safety score (48) varies depending on the driver licence points.
Once the operator, coaches and drivers safety scores are calculated, the average safety
scores of coaches (ac) and drivers (ad) are calculated along with the total number of
driver and vehicle combinations (cdc). These scores are then used to find the safest
driver and coach pair from a safe operator for a school journey. The detailed
mathematical modelling for safety score calculations are presented in section 5.4.
5.3.4.4 Quote Engine Connection
The quote engine is widely used by many coach brokers in the UK (Jamie 2018). A
quote engine calculates a quotation for a journey. It uses data from all the operators
who have registered for it, provides a quotation for a journey by each operator, and
makes them available to the customers. Connecting the validator to the quote engine
will enable customers to receive information about the safety operation level of a
coach operator, their coaches and drivers as well. This will enable the customers to
make an informed decision. On the coach operator side, the coach and the driver who
are available at the time of a journey are only included in the quotation.
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5.3.5

Step 5: Intelligent data analysis

The OCR scores from step 2 and the safety scores from step 4 are used for a further
intelligent analysis as shown in Figure 5.8. The safety scores from step 2 are used to
rank operators, their coaches and drivers among all the operators in the UK at local,
regional and national levels. Further, a 3-year OCRS analysis and recommendations to
improve coach operator’s fleet safety is also provided.

Figure 5.8 - Detailed view of the process for Intelligent Data Analysis (Step 5)
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Figure 5.9 shows a different view of step 5. The OCR scores are retrieved from DVSA
and processed through Step 2 to Step 4 using the safety transport framework. The
output of Step 5 can be divided into 3 parts: Part (a) provides safety ranks for an
operator, based on their local, regional and national level safety scores (See section
5.3.5.1.). Part (b) provides an analysis of an operator’s 3-year OCR score patterns (See
section 5.3.5.2.). Part (c) provides results and recommendations to improve the coach
operator’s fleet safety (See section 5.3.5.3.).

Figure 5.9 - An alternative illustration of Intelligent Data Analysis (Step 5)
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5.3.5.1 Part (a) Safety Score Level Comparison
Safety scores for coach operators, their coaches and drivers are calculated at the end
of Step 4 of the safety transport framework (Section 5.3.4). Based on their safety
scores, coach operators are ranked at local, regional and national levels respectively.
This will inform the operator of their operation safety levels, compared to their
competitors. Following is the flowchart which represents the safety score comparison.
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Figure 5.10 - Flow chart of safety score comparison (Part a)
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5.3.5.2 Part (b) 3 years OCRS Analysis and Pattern Scores
Analysing the combined OCR (COCR) scores over the years can reveal the fleet’s
performance and maintenance during that period. This will be helpful to see whether
an operator is improving its operation safety of its fleet or doing the exact opposite.
To analyse the COCRS combinations for an operator over three years, it is necessary
to consider all the possible combinations and sort them in most safe order. Table 5.11
shows possible overall COCRS for a 3 years period. To sort them in safety order,
pattern scores are used. To calculate the pattern scores, equation 5.6 is used which is
based on the UK government weighting system (DVSA 2016b).
Pattern Score = (Year 3 * 0.5) + (Year 2 * 0.75) + (Year 1 * 1)

(5.7)

Pattern scores are calculated based on the weighted average for year 3, 2 and 1
respectively. Depending on the COCRS bands the weights will be: Green = 3, Amber
= 2 and Red = 1. For example, take the first row of Table 5.11 and apply the values in
equation 5.7. Pattern Score = (3*0.5) + (3*0.75) + (3*1) = 6.75. equation 5.7 is
repeated for all the combinations and pattern scores are calculated. Pattern scores
range from 6.75 to 1.875 marking best maintenance to worst maintenance. Some of
the combinations will have the same safety score as shown in Table 5.11. To break the
tie, recent year OCR score is given priority. For an example, No. 4 and No. 5 have the
same safety score but No. 4 is given with higher priority because the present year
(Year 3) OCRS is Green compared to the No. 5 Amber. To show the trends and ties,
values are colour coded as shown in Table 5.11. Please refer Table 5.12 for the analysis
provided based on the last three years OCRS.
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Table 5.11 - Possible three years COCRS combinations with pattern scores

No.

Year 3

Year 2

Year 1

Pattern Score

1

green

green

green

6.75

2

amber

green

green

6.25

3

green

amber

green

6

4

red

green

green

5.75

5

green

green

amber

5.75

6

amber

amber

green

5.5

7

green

red

green

5.25

8

amber

green

amber

5.25

9

red

amber

green

5

10

green

amber

amber

5

11

amber

red

green

4.75

12

red

green

amber

4.75

13

green

green

red

4.75

14

amber

amber

amber

4.5

15

red

red

green

4.25

16

green

red

amber

4.25

17

amber

green

red

4.25

18

red

amber

amber

4

19

green

amber

red

4

20

amber

red

amber

3.75

21

red

green

red

3.75

22

amber

amber

red

3.5

23

red

red

amber

3.25
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24

green

red

red

3.25

25

red

amber

red

3

26

amber

red

red

2.75

27

red

red

red

1.875

Table 5.12 - Three years COCRS analysis
Year 1

Year 2

Year 3

Pattern
Score

Analysis

green

green

green

6.75

Your fleet Maintenance is fabulous over
the last 3 years.

amber

green

green

6.25

Your fleet Maintenance is fabulous over
the last 2 years

green

amber

green

6

Your fleet Maintenance is good

red

green

green

5.75

Your fleet Maintenance is good over the
last 2 years

green

green

amber

5.75

Your fleet Maintenance is fair

amber

amber

green

5.5

Your fleet maintenance is good

green

red

green

5.25

Your fleet Maintenance is good

amber

green

amber

5.25

Your fleet Maintenance is fair

red

amber

green

5

your fleet Maintenance is good and
improved over the last 3 years

green

amber

amber

5

Your fleet Maintenance is fair

amber

red

green

4.75

Your fleet Maintenance is good

red

green

amber

4.75

Your fleet Maintenance is fair

green

green

red

4.75

Your fleet Maintenance is bad this year

amber

amber

amber

4.5

Your fleet Maintenance is average over
the last 3 years

red

red

green

4.25

Your fleet Maintenance is good this year
compared to previous years
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green

red

amber

4.25

Your fleet Maintenance is fair and
improving

amber

green

red

4.25

Your fleet Maintenance is bad this year

red

amber

amber

4

Your fleet Maintenance is fair over the
last 2 years

green

amber

red

4

Your fleet Maintenance is bad and
degraded over the last 3 years

amber

red

amber

3.75

Your fleet Maintenance is fair

red

green

red

3.75

Your fleet Maintenance is bad

amber

amber

red

3.5

Your fleet Maintenance is bad

red

red

amber

3.25

Your fleet Maintenance is poor but
improved this year

green

red

red

3.25

Your fleet Maintenance is very bad

red

amber

red

3

Your fleet Maintenance is bad

amber

red

red

2.75

Your fleet Maintenance is very bad

red

red

red

1.875

Your fleet Maintenance is very worst

5.3.5.3 Part (c)Results and Recommendations to Improve Fleet Safety
To provide safety recommendations, operator roadworthiness OCRS (ROCRS) and
traffic OCRS (TOCRS) are used. Safety recommendations are provided based on the
offences an operator is committed. The offences data is collected as part of the data
acquisition process (See sections 5.3.1 and 5.3.2). Using Table 5.13 possible combined
OCRS (COCRS) and defects that might have occurred are listed along with all possible
recommendations as shown in Table 5.14. Based on the analysis, the recommendation
will be provided for improving operational safety.
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Table 5.13 - Possible combinations of roadworthiness and traffic and their outcomes
Roadworthiness

Green

Green
Coaches: Good

Amber
Coaches: Average

Red
Coaches: Bad

Drivers: Good

Drivers: Good

Drivers: Good

(Low-risk operator)

Traffic

Coaches: Average

Amber

Red

Coaches: Good

Drivers: Average

Coaches: Bad

Drivers: Average

(Medium risk
operator)

Drivers: Average

Coaches: Good

Coaches: Average

Coaches: Bad

Drivers: Bad

Drivers: Bad

Drivers: Bad
(High-risk operator)

Table 5.14 - Recommendations for possible OCRS combinations
Roadworthiness
and Traffic
OCRS
combination

Possible Roadworthiness Reason
combined and Traffic
for the
OCRS
OCR Scores
score

Roadworthiness- Green
Green
Traffic - Green

Coaches: Good

Recommendations

-

Keep up the good
work

Defect
No. 4 or
10

If it is No. 4 – Please
ensure that daily
walk around checks
are carried out
properly and the
defects identified
were rectified.

Drivers: Good
Less risk
operator

Roadworthiness- Amber
Amber

Coaches:
Average

Traffic - Green

Drivers: Good
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If it is No. 10 –
Please double check
your vehicle for any
defects before you go
for vehicle annual
test.

Roadworthiness- Red
Red

Coaches: Bad
Drivers: Good

Traffic - Green

Defect
No. 1 or
2 or 3 or
5 or 6 or
7 or 8 or
9

If it is No. 1, 3, 5, 7
and 10 – Please
maintain your
vehicle’s tyres,
brakes and steering
properly and make
sure daily safety
checks, weekly and
annual checks are
carried out properly.
If it is No. 2, 4, 6 and
8– Please make a
sure daily walk
around check and
weekly maintenance
checks are carried
out properly.

Roadworthiness- Green
Green

Coaches: Good

Traffic - Amber

Drivers:
Average

Roadworthiness- Amber
Amber

Coaches:
Average

Traffic - Amber

Drivers:
Average

-

Defect
No. 4 or
10

If it is No. 4 – Please
ensure that daily
walk around checks
are carried out
properly and the
defects identified
were rectified.
If it is No. 10 –
Please double check
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your vehicle for any
defects before you go
for vehicle annual
test.
Roadworthiness- Red
Red
Traffic - Amber

Coaches: Bad
Drivers:
Average

Defect
No. 1 or
2 or 3 or
5 or 6 or
7 or 8 or
9

If it is No. 1, 3, 5, 7
and 9 – Please
maintain your
vehicle’s tyres,
brakes and steering
properly and make
sure daily safety
checks, weekly and
annual checks are
carried out properly.
If it is No. 2, 4, 6 and
8– Please make sure
daily walk around
check and weekly
maintenance checks
are carried out
properly.

Roadworthiness- Green
Green

Coaches: Good

-

Drivers: Bad

Traffic - Red
Roadworthiness- Amber
Amber

Coaches:
Average

Traffic - Red

Drivers: Bad

Defect
No. 4 or
10

If it is No. 4 – Please
ensure that daily
walk around checks
are carried out
properly and the
defects identified
were rectified.
If it is No. 10 –
Please double check
your vehicle for any
defects before you go
for vehicle annual
test.
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Roadworthiness- Red
Red
Traffic - Red

Coaches: Bad
Drivers: Bad
High-risk
operator

Defect
No. 1 or
2 or 3 or
5 or 6 or
7 or 8 or
9

If it is No. 1, 3, 5, 7
and 9 – Please
maintain your
vehicle’s tyres,
brakes and steering
properly and make
sure daily safety
checks, weekly and
annual checks are
carried out properly.
If it is No. 2, 4, 6 and
8– Please make a
sure daily walk
around check and
weekly maintenance
checks are carried
out properly.

5.4 Mathematical Model
This section focuses on mathematical modelling for safety transport. Data acquired
from each coach operator comprises of attributes (an) and parameters (pm) where n
denotes the total number of attributes and m the total number of parameters
respectively. An attribute (a1) may have more than one parameters ranging from p1,
p2, …, pb and pm where pb denotes “the not applicable parameter” which is necessary
to exclude the attributes which are not applicable. Once the data is verified, weight
points (w) are then assigned to parameters of their coaches and drivers. The weight
points are assigned based on the UK government’s scoring system (DVSA 2016d)
using the format shown in Table 5.15. In this respect, xn denotes the total weight points
for non-applicable attributes, where xn=pb. yn denotes the total weight points possible
when all the attributes have maximum weights, yn=p1 + p2…+pm and zn denotes the
total weight points obtained by all the attributes, zn=p1 + p2…+pm. Table 5.15 can be
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used to assist in assigning parameter weight points to coach operators, their coaches
and drivers attributes.
Table 5.15 - Parameters weight allocation format
Attribut

Paramete

Paramete

…

Paramete

Paramete

Total

Total

Total

e

r1

r2

.

rm

r pb

pb

weight

weight

weight

weight

weight

weight

weigh

points

points

points

points

points

points

t

possibl

obtaine
d

(p2)

(pm)

(pb)

points

e

(p1)

(xn)

(yn)

(zn)

Number

(an)

a1

w1

w2

…

wm

wb

x1

y1

z1

a2

w1

w2

…

wm

wb

x2

y2

z2

a3

w1

w2

…

wm

wb

x3

y3

z3

…

…

…

…

…

…

…

…

…

an

w1

w2

…

wm

wb

xn

yn

zn

Safety scores are then calculated based on the weight points. The mathematical
calculations in this model relate to one operator, its fleet and drivers. The same can be
applied to any operator. Using equation 5.4, equation 5.8 is formed which shows the
calculation of the safety score (os) for an operator, where n denotes the total number
of operator’s attributes, zi the total weight points obtained by all the attributes, yi
denotes the total weight possible when all the attributes have maximum weight points.
∑𝑛𝑖=1 𝑧𝑖
𝑂𝑝𝑒𝑟𝑎𝑡𝑜𝑟 𝑆𝑎𝑓𝑒𝑡𝑦 𝑆𝑐𝑜𝑟𝑒 (𝑜𝑠) = ( 𝑛
) × 100
∑𝑖=1 𝑦𝑖

(5.8)
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Using equation 5.5, equation 5.9 is formed which shows the calculation of coach’s
safety score (csu), where u denotes the total number of coaches, n denotes the total
number of coach attributes. xi denotes the total weight for non-applicable attributes.
Other parameters are similar to equation 5.8,

𝐶𝑜𝑎𝑐ℎ 𝑆𝑎𝑓𝑒𝑡𝑦 𝑆𝑐𝑜𝑟𝑒 (𝑐𝑠𝑢 ) = (

∑𝑛𝑖=1 𝑧𝑖
) × 100
∑𝑛𝑖=1 𝑦𝑖 − ∑𝑛𝑖=1 𝑥𝑖

(5.9)

Using equation 5.6, equation 5.10 is formed which shows the calculation of driver’s
safety score (dse), where e denotes the total number of drivers, n denotes the total
number of driver attributes. Other parameters are similar to equations (5.8 and 5.9),

𝐷𝑟𝑖𝑣𝑒𝑟 𝑆𝑎𝑓𝑒𝑡𝑦 𝑆𝑐𝑜𝑟𝑒 (𝑑𝑠𝑒 ) = (

∑𝑛𝑖=1 𝑧𝑖
) × 100
∑𝑛𝑖=1 𝑦𝑖

(5.10)

All the safety scores (os, csu and dse) are expressed as percentage. One operator may
have more than one coach and a driver. In equation 5.11, ac is the average safety scores
for all the coaches and u denotes the total number of coaches belongs to an operator
and csi the safety score for vehicle i respectively.
𝑢

1
𝐴𝑣𝑒𝑟𝑎𝑔𝑒 𝑆𝑎𝑓𝑒𝑡𝑦 𝑆𝑐𝑜𝑟𝑒 𝑜𝑓 𝐶𝑜𝑐ℎ𝑒𝑠 (𝑎𝑐) = ( ) × ∑ 𝑣𝑠𝑖
𝑢

(5.11)

𝑖=1

In equation 5.12, ad is the average safety score for the drivers of an operator, e denotes
the total number of drivers belongs to the operator, and dsi denotes the safety score for
driver i.
𝑒

1
𝐴𝑣𝑒𝑟𝑎𝑔𝑒 𝑆𝑎𝑓𝑒𝑡𝑦 𝑆𝑐𝑜𝑟𝑒 𝑜𝑓 𝐷𝑟𝑖𝑣𝑒𝑟𝑠 (𝑎𝑑) = ( ) × ∑ 𝑑𝑠𝑖
𝑒

(5.12)

𝑖=1
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Average safety scores for coaches and drivers are useful information for the
recommendation of operators to a customer, as well denoting the safety level of their
entire fleet.
To calculate the safety score for a journey, safety score combinations of available
coaches and drivers in a fleet are used. To find the best possible driver & vehicle
combinations the steps below are followed.
Step 1: The number of possible coach and driver combinations (cdc) is calculated
using equation 5.13. In this equation, u and e denote the number of coaches and drivers
respectively.

Coach and Driver Combination (𝑐𝑑𝑐) = 𝑢 ∗ 𝑒

(5.13)

Step 2: To find the sample space (Ω) between the vehicle’s safety scores and driver’s
safety scores, equation 5.14 is used. In this equation, cs and ds denote vehicle and
driver safety scores respectively.

𝑆𝑎𝑚𝑝𝑙𝑒 𝑆𝑝𝑎𝑐𝑒 (Ω) = {(𝑐𝑠1 , 𝑑𝑠1 ), (𝑐𝑠2 , 𝑑𝑠2 ), … (𝑐𝑠𝑢 , 𝑑𝑠𝑒 )}

(5.14)

Step 3: To find the sum for all the combinations, equations 5.15 is used.

𝑆𝑢𝑚 𝑜𝑓 𝑎𝑙𝑙 𝑡ℎ𝑒 𝑐𝑜𝑚𝑏𝑖𝑛𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛𝑠 (𝑞) = 𝐼𝑛𝑑𝑖𝑣𝑖𝑑𝑢𝑎𝑙 𝑆𝑢𝑚 {Ω} (5.15)
𝑞 = {𝑐𝑑1 , 𝑐𝑑2 , … … … , 𝑐𝑑𝑐𝑑𝑐 }
Where, cd1=cs1+ds1, cd2=cs2+ds2,…cdc=csu+dse . (csu+dse denotes the last possible
coach and driver combination) To find the average for individual combinations of q,
equation 5.16 is used.
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1
𝐴𝑣𝑒𝑟𝑎𝑔𝑒 𝑓𝑜𝑟 𝑖𝑛𝑑𝑖𝑣𝑖𝑑𝑢𝑎𝑙 𝑐𝑜𝑚𝑏𝑖𝑛𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛 (𝑎𝑣𝑔) = 𝑞 ∗ ( )
2

(5.16)

Step 4: To arrange the combinations in descending order, equation (5.17) is used.

𝑐𝑜𝑎𝑐ℎ𝑑𝑟𝑖𝑣𝑒𝑟 𝑐𝑜𝑚𝑏𝑖𝑛𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛 (𝑙[𝑖]) = 𝑠𝑜𝑟𝑡𝑑𝑒𝑠𝑐(𝑎𝑣𝑔)

(5.17)

Where 𝑙 is the list of coach-driver combination averages in descending order and i
represents the individual values inside the list where, i = 1 to cdc.

𝑓𝑖𝑛𝑎𝑙 𝑙𝑖𝑠𝑡 (𝑓𝑙[𝑖]) = (𝑜𝑠 ∗ µ)/100 + (𝑎𝑐 ∗ 𝛼)/100 + (𝑎𝑑 ∗ 𝛽)/100 +

𝑙[𝑖] ∗ 𝜌
100

(5.18)

Equation 5.18 shows the final safety score list (fl[i]) for one operator. In this equation,
to determine the level of importance of the values, os,ac,ad and l[i], variables (µ,α,β,ρ)
are used. By using these variables, the percentage of composition of the os, ac, ad and
l[i] on the final safety score list fl[i] can be determined. For example, weights for these
variables can be specified as µ=10,α=5,β=5,ρ=80. This means, operator safety score
(os) constitutes 10%, average coach score (ac) and average driver score (ad)
constitutes 5% and the final list of coach and driver combination l[i] constitutes 80%
of the final safety score composition. These compositions are determined based on the
DVSA’s safe operator guide (DVSA 2016c). Using equation (5.19), possible driver
and vehicle combinations under multiple operators who are registered with the coach
brokers can be calculated. The final list of operators and their safety scores (js) will be
listed as,

𝐽𝑜𝑢𝑟𝑛𝑒𝑦 𝑆𝑐𝑜𝑟𝑒 𝐿𝑖𝑠𝑡 (𝑗𝑠) = 𝑠𝑜𝑟𝑡𝑑𝑒𝑠𝑐(𝑓𝑙1 [1], 𝑓𝑙2 [1], 𝑓𝑙3 [1] … , 𝑓𝑙𝜎 [1])

(5.19)

Where, σ denotes the total number of operators registered with a coach broker and 𝑗𝑠
denotes the Journey Score list. Once the js is calculated, it can be passed on to the
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quote engine. (Note: Coaches and drivers who are available for the time of the journey
mentioned by the customers only taken into consideration for safety score calculation.
Only one set of safest coach and driver combination from each coach operator is made
available to the customers. This can avoid getting different driver or coach that are
booked for a journey.
Further, the safety scores (os, csu and dse) can be used to calculate ranks for the
operators, their coaches and drivers using the equations 5.20 to 5.22 respectively
where σ denotes the total number of operators.

𝑂𝑝𝑒𝑟𝑎𝑡𝑜𝑟 𝑟𝑎𝑛𝑘𝑠 (𝑜𝑟) = 𝑠𝑜𝑟𝑡𝑑𝑒𝑠𝑐(𝑜𝑠1 , 𝑜𝑠2 , … , 𝑜𝑠σ )

(5.20)

𝐶𝑜𝑎𝑐ℎ 𝑟𝑎𝑛𝑘𝑠 (𝑐𝑟) = 𝑠𝑜𝑟𝑡𝑑𝑒𝑠𝑐(𝑐𝑠𝑢1 , 𝑐𝑠𝑢2 , … , 𝑐𝑠uσ )

(5.21)

𝐷𝑟𝑖𝑣𝑒𝑟 𝑟𝑎𝑛𝑘𝑠 (𝑑𝑟) = 𝑠𝑜𝑟𝑡𝑑𝑒𝑠𝑐(𝑑𝑠𝑒1 , 𝑑𝑠𝑒2 , … , 𝑑𝑠eσ )

(5.22)

To rank the best coach and driver combination, equation 5.23 can be used.

𝐶𝑜𝑎𝑐ℎ 𝑎𝑛𝑑 𝑑𝑟𝑖𝑣𝑒𝑟 𝑐𝑜𝑚𝑏𝑖𝑛𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛 𝑟𝑎𝑛𝑘 (𝑐𝑑𝑐𝑟) = 𝑠𝑜𝑟𝑡𝑑𝑒𝑠𝑐(𝑙[𝑖]1 , 𝑙[𝑖]2 , … , 𝑙[𝑖]σ ) (5.23)

To summarise the mathematical model, the data obtained from the coach operators are
allocated with weight points from which safety scores are calculated (os, csu ,dse).
Based on the safety scores, best coach and driver combinations of a coach operator are
calculated (l[i]). Using these combinations with operator safety score (os), average
coach (ac) and driver (ad) safety scores, final list of best coach and driver
combinations for one operator is calculated (fl[i]). By repeating (fl[i]) for all the coach
operators, list of best coach and driver combination of all the operators are calculated
(js). Journey score list (js) can be used in stand-alone framework or extended
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framework (by connecting the js values with a quote engine). The safety scores are
also utilised to calculate ranks for the coach operators, their coaches and drivers.
5.4.1. Testing the Model
The proposed equations were tested for appropriateness and accuracy using real data
from two coach operators in Luton in the UK who are registered with the Luton
Borough Council. For confidentiality, the names of the operators are anonymised as
Operator A and B. Operator A had 3 coaches and 4 drivers. Operator B had 2 coaches
and 2 drivers. Table 5.16 shows an example of the data used from operator A and the
outcome.
Table 5.16 - Example of data used form operator A
Operator A Data
Attributes

Parameters

1. Licence Number

xxx2123

2. Roadworthiness OCRS

Amber - 15

3. Traffic OCRS

Green - 5

4. Combined OCRS

Green - 10
Operator A’s coach 1 data

Attributes

Parameters

1. Coach registration number

xx1143

2. MOT

Yes
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3. Road tax

Yes

4. Insurance

Yes

5. First use check done?

Yes

6. First use check defects rectified?

N/A

7. Last use check done?

Yes

8. Last use check defects rectified?

N/A

Operator A’s driver 1 data
Attributes

Parameters

1. DBS checked?

Yes

2. In legal driving hours?

Yes

3. Points on driver license

2+ years of experience – 0 points

Weight Allocation:
Using Table 5.15, weight points for the parameters of the operator, their coaches and
drivers are allocated. Table 5.17 shows the operator data weight points allocation
format prepared using Table 5.15. Using Table 5.16, 5.17, the weight points for the
operator A’s parameters are assigned as shown in Table 5.18. In a similar way, weight
points are allocated for the coaches and drivers as shown in the Tables 5.19 to 5.22.
Similarly, weight points for the remaining coaches and drivers of operator A are
allocated. Using the same method, weights points for Operator B, their vehicles and
drivers are allocated.
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Table 5.17 - Operator data weight points allocation
Attribute

Parameter

Parameter

Parameter

Parameter

Total

Total

1 weight

2 weight

3 weight

4 weight

weight

weight

points

points (p2)

points (p3)

points (p4)

points

points

possible

obtained

( p1 )

Amber

Red

Grey
(yn)

(zn)

Number

(an)

Green
ROCRS

100 to 91

90 to 76

75 to 1

100

100

z1

TOCRS

100 to 96

95 to 71

70 to 1

100

100

z2

COCRS

100 to 91

90 to 76

75 to 1

100

100

z3

Table 5.18 - Operator A, parameters weight points
(an)

(p1)

(p2)

( p3 )

(p4)

(yn)

(zn)

Green

Amber

Red

Grey

ROCRS

-

86

-

-

100

86

TOCRS

96

-

-

-

100

96

COCRS

91

-

-

-

100

91

Table 5.19 - Coach data weight points allocation
(an)

(p1)

(p2)

(pb)

(xn)

(yn)

(zn)

Yes

No

N/A

MOT

1

0

-

-

1

z1

Tax

1

0

-

-

1

z2

Insurance

1

0

-

-

1

z3
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First use
check

1

0

-

-

1

z4

First use
check
defects
Rectified?

1

0

1

1

1

z5

Last use
check

1

0

-

-

1

z6

Last use
check
defects
Rectified?

1

0

1

1

1

z7

Table 5.20 - Operator A, coach 1 parameters’ weight points
(an)

(p1)

(p2)

(pb)

(xn)

(yn)

(zn)

Yes

No

N/A

MOT

1

-

-

0

1

1

Tax

1

-

-

0

1

1

Insurance

1

-

-

0

1

1

First use
check

1

-

-

-

1

1

First use
check
defects
Rectified?

-

-

1

1

1

0

Last use
check

1

-

-

-

1

1

Last use
check
defects
Rectified?

1

-

-

0

1

1
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Table 5.21 - Driver data weight points allocation
(an)

(p1)

(p2)

(yn)

(zn)

DBS

6.5

0

6.5

z1

6.5

0

6.5

z2

Points on
license (1-2exp.)

12 to 0

-

12

z3

Points on
license (2+ exp.)

12 to 0

-

12

z3

Legal driving
hours

Table 5.22 - Operator A, driver 1 parameters’ weight points
(an)

(p1)

(p2)

(yn)

(zn)

DBS

6.5

0

6.5

6.5

6.5

0

6.5

6.5

Points on
license (1-2exp.)

-

-

12

0

Points on
license (2+ exp.)

10

-

12

10

Legal driving
hours
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Safety Score Calculation:
Once the weight allocation is complete, safety scores for operator A, its coaches and
drivers can be calculated. Using equation 5.8 and 5.9 the safety scores of the operator
and their drivers are calculated and recorded. To obtain the scores for the operator A:

𝑂𝑝𝑒𝑟𝑎𝑡𝑜𝑟 𝑆𝑎𝑓𝑒𝑡𝑦 𝑆𝑐𝑜𝑟𝑜𝑒 (𝑜𝑠) = (

91
) × 100 => 𝑜𝑠 = 91%
100

Based on the value of (os), Operator A is 91% safe. Individual coach safety score equation 5.9,

6
𝐶𝑜𝑎𝑐ℎ 𝑆𝑎𝑓𝑒𝑡𝑦 𝑆𝑐𝑜𝑟𝑒 (𝑐𝑠1 ) = (
) × 100 => 𝑐𝑠1 = 100%
7−1
Based on the value of (cs1), coach 1 of Operator A is 100% safe. Repeating the above
equation and by applying the coach attribute weight points for all the coaches, the
following values are obtained; 𝑐𝑠2 = 100% 𝑐𝑠3 = 100%. These values indicate that, all
the coaches of Operator A are 100% safe.
Average coach safety score - equation 5.11,

1
𝐴𝑣𝑒𝑟𝑎𝑔𝑒 𝑆𝑎𝑓𝑒𝑡𝑦 𝑆𝑐𝑜𝑟𝑒 𝑜𝑓 𝐶𝑜𝑎𝑐ℎ𝑒𝑠 (𝑎𝑐) = ( ) × (100 + 100 + 100) => 𝑎𝑐 = 100%
3

Based on the value of (ac), coaches of Operator A are operating 100% safe. Similarly,
to calculate the driver safety scores:
Individual driver safety score - equation 5.10,

𝐷𝑟𝑖𝑣𝑒𝑟 𝑆𝑎𝑓𝑒𝑡𝑦 𝑆𝑐𝑜𝑟𝑒 (𝑑𝑠1 ) = (

23
) × 100 => 𝑑𝑠1 = 92%
37 − 12
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Based on the value of (ds1), Driver 1 of Operator A has achieved a safety score of
92%. Repeating the above equation for all the 4 drivers, 𝑑𝑠2 = 88%; 𝑑𝑠3 = 84% and
𝑑𝑠4 = 80%.
Average driver safety score - equation 5.12,

1
𝐴𝑣𝑒𝑟𝑎𝑔𝑒 𝑆𝑎𝑓𝑒𝑡𝑦 𝑆𝑐𝑜𝑟𝑒 𝑜𝑓 𝐷𝑟𝑖𝑣𝑒𝑟𝑠 (𝑎𝑑) = ( ) × (92 + 88 + 84 + 80) => 𝑎𝑑 = 86%
4

Based on the value of (ad) Operator A’s driver's safety score is 86%. Tables 5.23 and
5.24 show the safety scores of Operator A for their individual coaches and drivers.
Table 5.23 - Coach safety scores

Table 5.24 - Driver safety scores

Coach
No.

𝑐𝑠𝑢

Score

Driver
No.

𝑑𝑠𝑒

Score

1

𝑐𝑠1

100%

1

𝑑𝑠1

92%

2

𝑐𝑠2

100%

2

𝑑𝑠2

88%

3

𝑐𝑠3

100%

3

𝑑𝑠3

84%

4

𝑑𝑠4

80%

𝑢=3

𝑎𝑐 = 100%

𝑒=4

𝑎𝑑 = 86%

To find the best possible driver and vehicle combinations following steps are followed,
step 1: Obtain the total numbers of possible combinations using equation 5.13:
cdc = 3 x 4 =12.
This means, there are 12 possible driver-vehicle combinations in total for
Operator A.
step 2: Find the sample space, using equation 5.14,
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Sample Space, Ω = {(100,92), (100,88), (100,84), (100,80), (100,92), (100,88),
(100,84), (100,80), (100,92), (100,88), (100,84), (100,80)}.
step 3: Find the total number of combinations using equation 5.15,
q = {(100+92), (100+88), (100+84), (100+80), (100+92), (100+88), (100+84),
(100+80), (100+92), (100+88), (100+84), (100+80)}.
Using equation 5.16:
avg = {192, 188, 184, 180, 192, 188, 184, 180, 192, 188, 184,180} * (1/2) = > avg =
{96, 94, 92, 90, 96, 94, 92, 90, 96, 94, 92, 90}
step 4: Find the combinations in descending order using equation 5.17:
l[i] = sort-desc({96,94,92,90,96,94,92,90,96,94,92,90})
l[i] = {96,96,96,94,94,94,92,92,92,90,90,90}
For the final safety score list using equation 5.18:
fl[1] = (91*10)/100 + (100*5)/100 + (86*5)/100 + (96*80)/100
fl[1] = 95.2%
Where, µ = 10, α = 5, β = 5, ρ = 80 and i = 1 to 12. fl1[i] is the final safety score
combination list for operator A. fl1[i] = {95.2, 95.2, 95.2, 93.6, 93.6, 93.6, 92, 92, 92,
90.4, 90.4, 90.4}. Table 5.25 shows the mapping of average values and sums for the
coach and driver combinations (i.e complete list of all the final values for Operator
A).
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Table 5.25 - Mapping of average values with vehicle and driver combinations for
Operator A
l[i]

csu

dse

Sum

Average

fl[i]

l[1]

cs1

ds1

192

96

95.2%

l[2]

cs2

ds1

192

96

95.2%

l[3]

cs3

ds1

192

96

95.2%

l[4]

cs2

ds2

188

94

93.6%

l[5]

cs3

ds2

188

94

93.6%

l[6]

cs1

ds2

188

94

93.6%

l[7]

cs3

ds3

184

92

92%

l[8]

cs1

ds3

184

92

92%

l[9]

cs2

ds3

184

92

92%

l[10]

cs1

ds4

180

90

90.4%

l[11]

cs2

ds4

180

90

90.4%

l[12]

cs3

ds4

180

90

90.4%

The same approach can be used to calculate the safety scores for Operator B. Table
5.26 shows the mapping of average values with vehicle and driver combinations for
Operator B.
Table 5.26 - Mapping of average values with vehicle and driver combinations for
Operator B
l[i]

csu

dse

Sum

Average

fl[i]

l[1]

cs1

ds2

196

98

96.4%

l[2]

cs2

ds2

196

98

96.4%

l[3]

cs1

ds1

180

90

90%

l[4]

cs2

ds1

180

90

90%
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equation 5.19 can then be used to sort in descending order, the final list of safest coach
and driver combinations for both the operators.
js = (96.4, 95.2)
The values of js can be passed on to a quote engine of a coach broker where the above
two combinations will be listed with the price specified by the operator. Equations
5.20 to 5.22 are used to find the ranks of coach operators, their coaches and vehicles
respectively.
Operator rank - equation 5.20:

𝑂𝑝𝑒𝑟𝑎𝑡𝑜𝑟 𝑟𝑎𝑛𝑘𝑠 (𝑜𝑟) = 𝑠𝑜𝑟𝑡𝑑𝑒𝑠𝑐(91,86)
Coach rank – equation 5.21:

𝐶𝑜𝑎𝑐ℎ 𝑟𝑎𝑛𝑘𝑠 (𝑐𝑟) = 𝑠𝑜𝑟𝑡𝑑𝑒𝑠𝑐(100,100,100,100,100)
Driver rank – equation (5.22),

𝐷𝑟𝑖𝑣𝑒𝑟 𝑟𝑎𝑛𝑘𝑠 (𝑑𝑟) = 𝑠𝑜𝑟𝑡𝑑𝑒𝑠𝑐(96,92,90,88,84,80)
Best coach and driver combination – equation 5.23:

𝐶𝑜𝑎𝑐ℎ 𝑎𝑛𝑑 𝑑𝑟𝑖𝑣𝑒𝑟 𝑐𝑜𝑚𝑏𝑖𝑛𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛 𝑟𝑎𝑛𝑘 (𝑐𝑑𝑐𝑟)
= 𝑠𝑜𝑟𝑡𝑑𝑒𝑠𝑐(98,98,96,96,96,94,94,94,92,92,92,90,90,90,90,90)
The mathematical testing of the model confirmed that it works well and safety scores
calculated for typical journeys were accurate when compared with scores obtained
from authorised UK Government sources such as DVSA, or DVLA (DVSA 2016b,
DVLA 2017b).
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5.5 The Importance of the Safety Transport Framework
The existing literature which addressed the safety of children travelling in
coaches/buses were focused on the route planning (Miranda et al. 2018), tracking
(Takalikar et al. 2018) and other aspects (see section 2.2) of the coach travel and failed
to address the problem of coach operator non-compliance which could jeopardise the
entire school journey. By holistically analysing the safety of coach-based school
transport in the UK (see section 3.4), related issues and requirements were identified
(see section 4.5). From this, significant issues and requirements were isolated and
addressed through the proposed safety transport framework (see section 5.3). In the
safety transport framework, the reason to create safety scores is to encapsulate all the
safety elements of a coach travel into a single score. By doing this, there is no need to
verify an operator, a coach, or a driver separately. The existing safety-scoring model
developed by the UK government doesn’t represent the safety of an entire journey
(DVSA 2016b). Moreover, the existing government guidelines and frameworks didn’t
address the problem of latency in updating the OCRS in the system (Department for
Education 2014). Latency in updating the government databases can be avoided using
this safety transport framework, as the data gathered from the operators will be
updated every day.
To verify that the safety transport framework addressed the critical issues and
requirements identified in section 4.5 Table 5.27 is created. The table shows the
significant issues and how the safety transport framework can address the issues.
Table 5.27 - How the safety transport framework solves the significant issues
No. Significant
Issues/Requirements

How the safety transport framework solve it?
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1

Unaware of driver and The framework will bridge the knowledge gap
coach conditions
between the stakeholders by presenting the operator
safety scores to the customers (schools/parents) when
they try to book a coach for a journey.

2

Inexperienced
(driver error)

3

Vehicle out of control Safety score for each coach is calculated based on the
(vehicle error)
coach related attributes (see section 5.3.1.2).
Accidents occurring due to coach error (DfT Ras50005 2017) can be reduced by selecting the right
coach.

4

Driver Fatigue

5

Information
driver’s and
status

6

Schools need to check
the vehicle’s and the
driver’s documents for
safety reasons

driver Safety score for each driver is calculated based on the
driver related attributes and parameters (see section
5.3.1.3). So, the accidents occurring due to driver
error (DfT - Ras50005 2017) can be reduced by
selecting the right driver.

One of the attributes for calculating the driver safety
score is the driver’s driving hour violation identified
through the analysis of Tachograph history (see
section 5.3.2.2). Using the driver who has low
violation in driving hours may possibly reduce
accidents occurring due to driver fatigue (VOSA
2011) caused by irregular rest.
about Similar to Issue No.1 above, parents and schools
coach’s requested to check the driver’s and coach’s status
before the journey to validate them (i.e) to make sure
they are safe for the journey.
Similar to Issue No.1 above, parents requested the
schools to check the driver’s and vehicle’s documents
for a safe journey. Both, Requirement No.5 and No.6
can be rectified through this framework.

5.6 Chapter Summary
This chapter discussed the proposed safety transport framework in detail. The design
process behind the framework was discussed first, followed by the steps used in the
framework. The framework comprises of 5 steps: data acquisition, data verification,
data weight point allocation, safety score calculation and intelligent data analysis.
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Each step was discussed in detail. The safety transport framework was modelled
mathematically to prove their concepts. To test performance, real data from two coach
operators were used. The testing results proved that the framework worked as
expected. Chapter 6 discusses a prototype which was developed to utilise the
framework in the full context and also the evaluation of the prototype and the
framework.
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Chapter 6
Framework and Prototype Evaluation
6.1.

Introduction

This chapter discusses the prototyping of the framework and the evaluation of both
the prototype and the framework. The evaluations were carried out through the
involvement of stakeholders of coach-based school transport across the UK.
6.2.

Prototype Development

The aim of the prototype is to implement the safety transport framework using the
mathematical equations, which is discussed in section 5.4. The safety framework is
prototyped into a web application which is created using Personal Home Page (PHP)
and hosted through a windows web development environment – wamp server
(Bourdon 2018). Figure 6.1 shows a screenshot of Step 1 of the safety framework
prototype, data acquisition, where the operator’s data is collected through a user
interface. Step 2, as is discussed in section 5.3.2, is subject to government approval
thus the values are verified locally. Step 3, 5 and 5 are background process in which
the weights are pre-allocated, safety scores are calculated, and safety
recommendations are prepared. Figure 6.2 shows the results screen of the prototype
after submitting the coach operator data. The best operator and driver combination is
identified, and safety recommendations are provided to the operator. Figure 6.3 shows
the output of the safety transport framework prototype if it is connected to a quote
engine of a coach broker where quotes from different operators gathered along with
their safety scores and presented to the customers. This can help the customers to make
an informed decision when booking coaches for school trips.
Figure 6.4 shows the screenshot of the enhanced view of the intelligent system for
safety recommendation (Step 5) in which operator data is analysed to provide a better
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view of their fleet. It also provides operators with recommendations to improve their
fleet safety level. (Note: Figures 6.3 and 6.4 are modified to give a better view of the
output of the safety transport framework).

Figure 6.1 - Operator data acquisition
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Figure 6.2 - Coach operator validation results
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Figure 6.3 - Coach operators quotes sorted based on their safety scores
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Figure 6.4 – Safety level of the operators with safety recommendations

6.3.

Framework and Prototype Evaluation

6.3.1

Evaluation Objectives and Procedure

The objective of the evaluation is to test the appropriateness, suitability and overall
effectiveness of the safety transport framework and its prototype in respect to coachbased school transport.
A web-based survey tool (google forms) supported by an online questionnaire was
used to implement this evaluation. Stakeholders were provided with the description
and diagrams of the framework and screenshots in respect to the prototype, followed
by a set of key questions related to them. This approach was chosen as an evaluation
method which was used by a number of researches (Anund et al. 2014, Falkmer et al.
2014).
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Prior to the collection of the data, a pilot test of the questionnaire was administered to
2 coach operators to identify errors, avoid wrong design and thereby predicting
possible problems. Once, the corrections were made to the questions based on the
feedback from the participants, the survey link was shared with the stakeholders. In
addition to the website, the survey was also conducted by visiting schools in Luton
and surrounding areas to collect feedback from parents and Headmasters. In total, 112
responses were received from different stakeholders which include, 70 parents/school
Headmasters, 29 coach operators and 13 council transport officers/road safety
analysts. Figure 6.5 shows the composition of the participants and their
responsibilities. The outcome of the evaluation is discussed in the section 6.3.2.

Figure 6.5 – Question and responses of different stakeholders

6.3.2

Results Interpretation

6.3.2.1 Framework Evaluation Results
Cross-tabulation method proposed by (Hellevik 1988) was used to analyse the
evaluation results. For the complete list of responses, please refer Appendix 4. When
the stakeholders were asked, “Do you think the approach taken by the framework
consider suitable and relevant information for validating the safety?” all the school
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parents/Headmasters and town council transport officers/road safety analysts
answered “Yes”. In total 96.6% of the coach operators answered “Yes” whereas the
remaining 3.4% of the operators said “No”.
To gather the stakeholder views about the proposed framework, stakeholders were
asked, “Do you think the structure of the framework is suitable for coach journey
validator to qualify an operator/driver?”. All the respondents answered “Yes”
(Excluding coach operators). Also, 96.4% of the coach operators answered “Yes” and
the remaining 3.6% of the operators said “No”. This gives an indication that the steps
used in the safety framework are appropriate for its purpose.
To check the adequateness of the data collected in the framework, stakeholders were
questioned, “Do you think sufficient data is collected in Step 1 to validate the coach
operators, vehicles and drivers?” All the participants answered “Yes” (the response of
coach operators are not included. Also, 96.6% of the coach operators answered “Yes”
whereas the remaining 3.4% of the operators said “No”. This question is crucial as the
data gathered plays an important role in validating the coach operators for a school
journey. Stakeholder responses prove that the data collected in the safety transport
framework is sufficient for its purpose.
To check the authenticity of the data collected, stakeholders were asked, “Does the
approach taken in Step 2 to check the authenticity of the checks carried out for drivers
and coaches safety appropriate?” All the school parents/Headmasters, 92.3% of town
council transport officers/road safety analysts and 96.6% of coach operators answered
“Yes” and the remaining answered “No”.
To get the stakeholders views on the fairness of the weight allocation, stakeholders
were asked, “In Step 3, do you think it is appropriate to allocate lesser consideration
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to different attributes as some attributes have greater significance than others?” All
respondents answered “Yes” except coach operators where as 96.6% of coach
operators answered, “Yes” and the remaining 3.4% answered “No”. The weight
disbursement method was designed to let the managers of the safety framework
modify the weight disbursement value at any time, which allows them to customise
the framework to suit the operators based on the local circumstances.
To check the correctness of the safety score calculation methods, the stakeholders were
questioned, “In Step 4, do you think the safety score calculation method is appropriate
and provides the relevant safety scores?”. All the respondents except coach operators
answered “Yes”. Also, 96.6% of coach operators answered “Yes” and the remaining
3.4% answered “No”.
To check the usefulness of the safety recommender for coach operators, they were
asked, “In Step 5, do you think the Intelligent system provides relevant and appropriate
recommendations to coach operators to improve their safety?”. In total, 96.6% of
coach operators answered “Yes” and the remaining answered “No” which shows that
the majority of the coach operators found the intelligent system helpful (Note: Coach
operators were only asked this question as it is not relevant to other stakeholders).
To check the appropriateness of the safety score calculation, coach operators were
asked, “Do you think the safety score calculated can help to raise the operation safety
standards of operators, vehicles and drivers?” 89.7% of coach operators answered
“Yes” and the remaining answered “No” presenting that most of the operators think
the safety scores are calculated based on the appropriate government standards.
To gather the views of stakeholders about the impact of the prototype and framework,
stakeholders were asked, “Do you think this framework, will improve safety of school
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children transport by coaches/buses?” all the respondents except coach operators
answered “Yes” whereas 89.7% of coach operators answered “Yes”.
6.3.2.2 Prototype Evaluation
To gather the views about the capability of the prototype, stakeholders were
questioned, “Do you think the prototype clearly illustrates the capability of the
framework?” all respondents answered “Yes” except coach operators whereas 96.6%
of coach operators answered, “Yes” and the remaining 3.4% answered “No”.
To test the preference of the stakeholders with respect to Figure 6.3, whether they are
choosing the safe operator over a cheap price operator or compromise the safety for
the price, the stakeholders were asked separately, which coach operator they would
choose for a journey. In total, 92.9% of parents and school Headmasters and all the
town council transport officers selected the Operator 1 with highest safety score. 7.1%
of the parents and school Headmasters selected Operator 2 as shown in Figure 6.6.
None of the participants selected operator 3,4 or 5, even though their prices are low
compared to operator 1 and 2. This shows that none of the participants prefers a
cheaper operator. To get stakeholder responses on the overall effectiveness of the
safety transport framework, they were provided with a scale format to answer the
question: “Overall, how effective do you think this framework is for validating coach
operators for school journeys?” Figure 6.7 shows the responses on overall
effectiveness. In total 87% of the school Headmasters/parents, 65% of the coach
operators and 77% of the council transport officers/road safety analysts responded that
the framework is extremely effective. 10% of the school Headmasters/parents, 24% of
the coach operators and 15% of the council transport officers/road safety analysts
responded that the framework is quite effective. The remaining indicated moderately
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effective. This shows that the majority of the stakeholders found the framework to be
effective and can improve the safety of children travelling through coaches in the UK.
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Figure 6.6 - Stakeholder overall responses for selection of safe operators
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Figure 6.7 - Stakeholder responses for the overall effectiveness of the framework
and prototype
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6.4.

Applying the framework to past accidents

The framework and the prototype were evaluated with the involvement of the
stakeholders as shown in the Figure 6.7. To verify whether the coach accidents
happened in the past could have been avoided if this framework was used, the
contributory factors for those accidents are cross checked with the framework as
shown in the table 6.1.
Table 6.1 – Applying the framework for the existing accidents’ contributory factors
No. Causes of accidents in Would the application of the safety transport
the past
framework avoided the past accidents?
1

Accidents occurred due This framework considers the road worthiness of a
to vehicle out of control coach and the safety check compliance of the coach
(vehicle error)
operators. As the safety score for each coach is
calculated based on the coach related attributes (see
section 5.3.1.2), the coach with highest safety score
would have been suggested to schools or parents. It
is more likely that schools or parents would have
chosen the coach with the highest safety score. By
doing this, it is most likely that the accidents occurred
due to coach error (DfT - Ras50005 2017) would
have been avoided.

2

Accidents occurred due Driver licence penalty point system separates drivers
to Inexperienced driver into two categories, which is based on their
(driver error)
experience (see table 5.4). As the calculation of the
safety scores for each driver is based on the driver’s
related attributes and parameters, which includes the
number of penalty points, (see section 5.3.1.3) the
driver with highest safety score would have been
suggested to the schools or parents. It is more likely
that the schools or parents would have chosen the
driver with highest safety score. By doing this, it is
more likely that the accident occurred due to driver
error (DfT - Ras50005 2017) could have been
avoided.

3

Accidents occurred due One of the attributes for calculating the driver safety
to driver fatigue
score is the driver’s driving hour violation identified
through the analysis of Tachograph history (see
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section 5.3.2.2). This framework by using this
information can show compliance to the government
guidelines or its violation. This would have helped
schools and parents to choose the driver who had low
violation in driving hours which could have possibly
reduced the accidents occurred due to driver fatigue
(VOSA 2011) caused by irregular rest.

To evaluate the framework further, a coach accident happened in Belgium is
considered (Espinoza 2015). A coach driver has been killed and his assistant and two
children seriously injured after a coach carrying pupils and staff from private school
in Essex crashed in Belgium. The bus driver reportedly lost control of his vehicle and
hit the pillar of a bridge (vehicle error). This occurred due to an improper walk around
check the driver had carried out before embarking the return journey (driver error)
(Espinoza 2015, DfT - Ras50005 2017). This accident would have probably been
avoided if the schools had chosen a coach with proper maintenance record and a driver
with good experience. By using the proposed framework, it will be more likely that
this kind of accident can be avoided.
6.5.

Limitations of the Safety Transport Framework

Even though the framework has achieved its intended purpose, it has a few limitations
which are explained below.
1. Difficulty in data acquisition – The data collected in Step 1 (see section 5.3.1.1)
is confidential to coach operators and it is hard to assume that all the coach
operators (especially the ones with low OCRS scores) will be willing to
provide the data. This limitation is addressed through the safety
recommendation framework (see section 5.3.5) which helps the operators to
improve their safety scores.
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2. Data verification – Verification of the operator’s data is done locally. This
means that, the data is not cross-checked between the DVSA and DVLA.
Because the reason being that approval from the government takes time to give
access to the DVSA and DVLA. This limitation is addressed by manually
verifying the operator data with official documents which supports them
(OCRS reports, vehicle and driver logs). This may be automated once the
official access to the authentic sources can be obtained.
3. It is impossible to completely guarantee that all the journeys will be safe. The
safety transport framework attempts to maximise the safety by validating all
the essential safety aspects of a coach travel. However, the validation is limited
to operators who agreed to provide their data and the framework does not
include external factors like other people driving around the coach, weather
and road conditions, which may affect the safety of a journey.
6.6.

Chapter Summary

The safety transport framework was prototyped in the form of a web application. Both
the framework and the prototype were evaluated using relevant stakeholders. The
analysis of the results provides clear evidence that this framework is very effective.
The real-time test has so far confirmed the capability of the framework, which may be
used for wider applications, possibly globally after some modifications to it.
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Chapter 7
Conclusion and Future Work
Safety in school transport is a critical issue which involves children who are the most
vulnerable users of it. Safety in hired coaches by schools in the UK in particular, is a
less investigated area, compared to the other modes of transport to school. 1218
children were injured in 381 coach crashes between 2005 and 2016. Driver errors or
technical faults in vehicles were the most commonly reported contributory factors for
coach accidents which happens due to operator non-compliance. In the last year alone,
78 coach operators’ licenses have been revoked due to non-compliance with the
government regulations. Though the government has strict safety regulations,
accidents are still happening. Limited research has been carried out on coach-based
school transport. The existing literature so far focused on the different aspects of
school transport but didn’t address non-compliance problem. The intention of the
thesis was to explore the safety level of coach-based school transport in the UK interms of coach operations and safety compliance. It was also to propose the necessary
safety solutions to improve the safety of school children travelling through coaches.
Seven objectives were formed (see section 1.4) based on the research questions (see
section 1.2). These objectives were achieved throughout the thesis, which is
summarised as follow:

Relevant literature was analysed to investigate the safety of coach-based school
journeys in the UK. The literature on the safety-related aspects of coach/bus-based
school transport was reviewed. An in-depth analysis of safety of children travelling by
hired coaches was carried out. History of coach accidents involving children and their
contributory factors were analysed. Government policies and guidelines to reduce
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these accidents were reviewed. Analysis of the traffic commissioners’ reports was
provided. It became apparent the research on the safety of children travelling on hired
coaches/buses was not as widely investigated compared to the other modes of transport
to school in the UK. The investigation highlighted that the major contributory factors
for the accidents related to vehicle error and driver error. Vehicle error and driver error
occurs due to improper maintenance and operator non-compliance with the safety
regulations. The UK government have strict regulations in place for the operators to
maintain their fleet safety level. But, according to traffic commissioner’s reports, some
coach operators are not compliant with the regulations and operator non-compliance
still exist. Traffic enforcement officers try to make sure that all the coach operators
are compliant with the safety regulations and revoke the licences of the coach
operators who failed comply with the safety regulations. This problem is not addressed
in any academic literature so far. Most of the available evidence are in the form of
grey literature (government reports).

To further investigate the safety of children in coach trips in the UK in terms of coach
operations and safety compliance, sequential exploratory mixed methodology was
adapted. Two surveys were conducted as part of the sequential exploratory mixed
methodology. The survey questions were focused on the safety aspects of a coach
journey. School headmasters, parents, coach operators, coach drivers, town council
transport officers and road safety analysts were participated in the survey. Survey
results identified significant safety issues related to coach-based school transport. The
most significant safety issue identified is the unawareness of the stakeholder of drivers
and vehicles conditions before and during school trips. Parents trusts the schools that
they will ensure the safety of children travelling by hired coaches. Schools trust coach
operators that they ensure the coach provided for school journeys are fit for purpose.
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But based on the traffic commissioners’ reports, it is hard to assume that the coach
operators are compliant with the safety regulations all the time. To address these issues
a safety transport framework was proposed. The framework collects the coach
operators’ data, validates it and provides safety scores to the users (school headmasters
or parents) prior to booking a coach. This helps the users to select the safest coach and
driver available thereby increasing the safety of a school journey. The proposed
framework also analyses the coach operator’s data and provide safety
recommendations to the coach operators to increase their fleet’s safety. As part of the
proposed framework, limitations in the existing government safety scoring system
were identified and suggestions are made for rectifying part of the scoring system (see
section 5.3.2.2). A prototype was designed to test the framework, which clearly
illustrated the proof of concept. To test the appropriateness and accuracy of the
framework, real data from two coach operators were used as a pilot. The testing results
proved that the framework worked as expected. The prototype and the framework were
evaluated using relevant practitioners and stakeholders and the outcome was
discussed. The analysis of the evaluation provides a clear indication of the positive
response received supporting of this framework. The approach used in this framework,
can be extended to wider applications.

7.1.

Contributions

This thesis provided the following contribution to knowledge:
1. Coach Travel Safety Analysis Matrix (CTSAM): A tool created to analyse the
safety of coach-based school transport in the UK (Ramachandran et al. 2018a).
2. Safety transport framework: A unique safety transport framework, which can
be used to validate coach operators, coaches and drivers at the time of booking
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a coach is proposed. The framework enables schools to select a safe operator.
(Ramachandran et al. 2017, Ramachandran et al. 2017a).
3. Intelligent system for safety recommendation: An intelligent system that
provides safety recommendations to coach operators that enables coach
operators to improve the safety of their fleets is proposed (Ramachandran et
al. 2018b).

7.2.

Future Research Directions

This thesis discussed important safety issues and requirements of stakeholders for
coach-based school transport in the UK (see Chapter 4) and responded by providing a
framework. There were a number of issues which were outside the scope of this
research which can be considered for future work. They include,
1. A cost-effective GPS based tracking of coach and children can provide
additional travelling information to parents. GPS based tracking is one of the
major requirement of the stakeholders. Even though there are GPS based
tracking for coaches already exist (Mulla 2015, Takalikar et al. 2018), cost of
implementing it is still high. The possible solution for this can be mobile
application-based GPS tracking. Exploring cost-effective tracking methods
can rectify this requirement.
2. Use of bus escorts is another approach to improve safety by monitoring and
instructing children whilst the coach is moving. But, cost of employing a bus
escort is high and some stakeholders suggested to use CCTV for this purpose.
Researching in to cost effective ways of monitoring children during the
journey will be a possible research direction.
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3. Application of machine learning in the safety recommender tool can further
improve its accuracy. Intelligent data analysis and recommendation model (see
section 5.3.5) only considered the operational issues responsible for the
operator non-compliance. However, the psychological and practical issues
(Gertler 2011) involved in operator non-compliance must be studied to provide
more relevant recommendations to improve coach operator’s fleet safety.
Also, using machine learning algorithms (Nasrabadi 2007) to predict
operator’s recommendations can be another research direction.
4. By storing the data output from the “safety transport framework” using
Blockchain, the customers (schools/parents) and coach operators can be
connected without involving coach brokers.
5.

There is a potential opportunity to expand the application of the proposed
framework to other areas such as coach tourism which require compliance and
compliance-based validation.
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Appendices
Appendix 1 – Coach Travel Safety Analysis Matrix (CTSAM)

Journey
sequence

Human/Host

Agent/Vehicle

Accident Awareness:
Pre-Journey

1.

2.

Are you aware of any school
transport related crashes in your
school or any other schools? (T,
S,P,C, D)
What might be the possible cause
of school transport accidents? (T,
S, P, C, D)

Safety Measures:
1.

2.

3.

What are all the safety measures
taken in your council for the
school transport (bus stops, route
planning, campaigns)? (T)
Are there any safety protocols
followed while waiting at the bus
stop, boarding into the coach,
travelling in the coach and
getting down from the coach? (T,
S,C, D)
How strictly are the guidelines
are followed in school transport?
(T, S, P, C, D)

Vehicle Safety:
1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.
Driver Check:
1.

2.

3.

Who will verify the drivers CRB,
license and driving hours? (T, S,
C, D)
Do you prove any special
training for the school coach
drivers? (C)
Do you have any assessment of
driver physical and mental
health? Would you tell more
about it? (C)

Are children provided with any
safety briefing before using the
school transport for the first
time? (C)

Coach Operating
Environment and
Procedures
1.

2.

3.

1.

Which safety measures
(technical, educational,
bus stops, road design)
were taken on the coach
concerning
school
transport? (C, D)

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.
Children Safety:
1.

How safe are the
children while getting
onto
the
coach?
(T,S,P,C,D)

What kind of road
constraints has been
considered for school
transport? E.g. [40km/h]
zones. (C, D)
How important is it to
have a proper Student,
Driver education? (C, D)
Have you had a special
training as a coach driver
for school transport? If
yes, please describe the
training. (D)

Route Safety:

Safety Measures:

Children Safety:
1.

How do you know that
the coaches are in good
condition? Do you have
any daily checks? (T, S,
C, D)
Who usually checks
MOT, Insurance, safety
checks and general
condition? (T, S, P, C,
D)
Do the schools check
any of the above? OR
does the council verify
any of the above? (T, S,
P, C, D)
How do you know that
the
companies
are
adhering
to
these
guidelines? (T, S, P, C,
D)
Are the selected vehicles
always safe? Could you
a say a few words on
how safe they are? (T, S,
P, C, D)
Are
there
any
restrictions on what you
supply? (e.g.) age of the
vehicle? (C)

Physical Environment

7.

8.

What safety measures
(technical, educational,
bus stops, toad design)
were taken on your route
concerning
school
transport? (T, D)
Who is in charge of
selecting
the
coach
routes? (T, S, P, C, D)
Are the selected routes
always safe? Could you
say a few words on how
safe they are? (T, S, P, C,
D)
Are you using any
software
for
route
planning or is it done
manually? (T, S, C)
Do you use any safety
framework for school
transport? (T, S, C)
What
are
all
the
constraints that have been
considered
in
route
planning? (T, S, C)
Have any safety-related
constraints
been
considered in planning
the routes? (T, C)
Are parents involved in
route planning? (T, C)

Children Safety:
1.

How safe are the children
are at the bus stops? (T, S,
P, C, D)
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Children Safety:
Journey

1.

2.

3.

How safe are the children while
travelling on the coach? (T,
S,P,C, D)
How do you make sure that
children are wearing the seatbelt
on the coach? (C, D)
How do you react when a student
is coming out of the seat or
disturbing you while driving or
fighting with each other? Do you
ever face such problems in your
driving experience? (D)

Stakeholder Communication:
1.

a.
b.
c.

2.

Do you communicate or would
you like to communicate for
safety reasons with the following
actors during travel? (D)
School transport department?
Why?
Parents e.g. if a child does not
appear or has (health) problems?
Authorities e.g. you detect a
“nearly accident” and want to
report it? (D)
What kind of technology do you
use to communicate with parents
and school transport department?
(D)

Children Safety:
Post Journey

How safe are the children while
getting down from the coach? (T,
S, P, C, D)
Problems:

Problems:

Stakeholder
Communication:

1.
1.

How important it is to let
the parents know about
the
school
coach
location (Phone call or
GPS)? (D)

Problems
Travel:

2.

How do you reroute
during travel if a normal
route is blocked due to
road work or accident?
(D)
How do you mitigate the
weather problems arise
during the journey? (D)

During

1.

What
unsafe/risky
situations have you
experienced
while
driving the coach?
Please describe the
situation.
What
increases the safety in
coaches for school
transport? (D)
2. What
unsafe/risky
situation have you
experienced driving on a
particular route? Are all
the short routes safe?
(D)
3. What are all the
problems that arise in
the short/long routes?
(D)
4. What defines a safe
route in your opinion?
(D)
Emergency
Procedures:

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

What kind of experiences
(good/bad) from coach/bus stop
is usually reported by the coach
driver? (T, S, P, C)
What kind of experiences
(good/bad) from the coach/bus
stop is usually reported by the
pupils (students)? (T, S, P, C)
What kind of experiences
(good/bad) from coach/bus stop
is usually reported by parents?
(T, S, C)
What kind of risks are usually
faced by the drivers/students
during the travel that are reported
to the management? (T, S, P, C)
What kind of experiences
(good/bad) are usually reported
by the school? (C, P)

1.

What kind of safety
measures are in place if
a school vehicle meets
with an accident?
(T,S,C,D)

Preventions, Suggestions & Future
Enhancements:

1.

What are all the safety aspects
that must be on a route for school
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2.

3.

4.

5.

transport to prevent accidents?
(T, C, D)
What is your suggestion to
enhance the safety of school
travel? (T, S, P, C, D)
What are the criteria that can be
considered during the safe school
route planning? (T, S, P,C, D)
What kind of system/technology
do you expect that will improve
the safety in school travel? (T, S,
P, C, D)
Is there anything important
concerning school transport, that
wasn’t spoken about? (T, S,P,C,
D)

Legends:
T – Town Council – Local Authorities – Road Safety Analysts
S – School head teachers/ School transport in charge
P – Parents
C – Coach providers
D – Coach Drivers
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Appendix 2 – Questions for semi-structured interviews taken from CTSAM
Focus group:
I)
II)
III)
IV)
V)

School transport officers
Bus drivers
National transport officers (town council)
Coach providers
Parents

School transport officers – Transport Planners
Profile
(Personal data like name, organization, role and experience)
Basic: (Background)
1. Is transport in your school run by school management or privately hired?
2. What is the rough percentage of children who use the school bus?
3. Who has the main responsibility for organizing school transport in your
school?
4. Who is in charge of selecting the bus routes?
5. Are you using any software for route planning or it is done manually?
6. Are you using any safety framework for school transport?
7. What are all the conditions that are considered for route planning? Eg. Bus
stops in a route
8. Any safety-related constraints considered for planning the routes?
Accident Statistics:
1. Are you aware of any school transport related crashes in your school or any
other schools?
2. What might be the possible cause for school transport accidents?
3. Are the selected routes always safe? Could you say a few words how safe they
are?
Problems:
1. What kind of experiences (good/bad) from bus/bus stop usually reported by
the bus driver?
2. What kind of experiences (good/bad) from bus/bus stop usually reported by
the pupils (students)?
3. What kind of experiences (good/bad) from bus/bus stop usually reported by
parents?
4. What kind of risks usually faced by the drivers/students during the travel that
are reported to the management?
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Children Safety:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

How safe are the children are at the bus stops?
How safe are the children while getting into the bus?
How safe are the children while travelling on the bus?
How safe are the children while getting down from the bus?
Is there any safety protocols followed while waiting in the bus stop, boarding
into the bus, travelling on the bus and getting down from the bus?

Vehicle Safety:
1. How do you know that the buses are in good condition? Do you have any daily
checks?
2. Who usually checks the Bus condition like MOT and Insurance?
3. Who will verify the drivers CRB, license and driving hours?
Future enhancements/Suggestions:
What will be your suggestion to enhance the safety of school travel?
What are all the criteria that can be considered during the safe school route
planning?
3. What kind of system/technology that you expect that will improve the safety
in school travel?
4. Is there anything important concerning school transport, that wasn’t talked
about?
1.
2.

Bus Drivers
Profile
(Personal data like name, age, type of bus, type of route: one school or more and
experience)
Experiences: (Problems)
1. Which unsafe/risky situations have you experienced while driving the bus?
Please describe the situation. What increases the safety in buses for school
transport?
2. Which unsafe/risky situation have you experienced driving on a particular
route? Are all the short routes being safe routes?
3. What are all the problems that arise in the short/long routes?
4. What defines a safe route form your perspective?
Children Safety:
1. How safe are the children are at the bus stops?
2. How safe are the children while getting into the bus?
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3. How safe are the children while travelling on the bus?
4. How safe are the children while getting down from the bus?
5. Are there any safety protocols followed while waiting in the bus stop, boarding
into the bus, travelling on the bus and getting down from the bus?
6. How do you make sure that children are wearing the seatbelts in the bus?
7. How do you react when a student is coming out of the seat or disturbing you
while driving or fighting with each other? Do you ever face such problems in
your driving experience?
Vehicle Safety:
1. How do you know that the buses are in good condition? Do you have any daily
checks?
2. Who usually checks the Bus condition like MOT and Insurance?
3. Who will verify your CRB, license and driving hours?
Safety Measures:
1. Which safety measures (technical, educational, bus stops, road design,..) were
taken on your route concerning school transport?
2. Which safety measures (technical, educational, bus stops, road design,..) were
taken on your bus concerning school transport?
3. Have you had a special training as a bus driver for school transport? If yes
please describe the training.
Stakeholder Communication:
1. Do you communicate or would like to communicate for safety reasons with the
following actors?
a. School transport department? Why?
b. Parents e.g. if a child does not appear or has (health) problems?
c. Authorities e.g. you detect a “nearly accident” and want to report it?
2. How you reroute during travel if a normal route is blocked dude to road work
or accident?
3. How important it is to let know the parents about the school bus location
(GPS)?
4. What kind of technology are you using to communicate with parents and
school transport department?
Prevention – Future enhancements:
1. What are all the safety aspects that have to be on a route for school transport
to prevent accidents?
2. What will be your suggestion to enhance the safety of school travel?
3. Is there anything important concerning school transport, that wasn’t talked
about?
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Transport Officers – Local authorities (Town Council)
Basic: (Background)
1. How is school transport (ride to and from the school) by bus organized in your
council?
2. Whether the schools have their own busses or rent from coach operators?
3. What is the rough percentage of people using school transport in your council?
4. What percentage of schools has their own school buses?
5. Who organizes school transport?
6. Who is responsible for route planning of the school transport?
7. What are all the safety aspects (constraints) considered?
8. Are the parents involved in route planning? Or decision making i.e school
governor’s
9. Is there any documentation of these responsibilities?
Accident Statistics:
1. Are you aware of any school transport related crashes in your council school
or any other schools?
2. What might be the possible cause for school transport accidents?
3. Are the selected routes always safe?
Experiences: (Problems)
1. What are your experiences (problems,…) concerning school transport in your
council?
2. Please describe the cooperation with schools, bus driver, bus operators, local
and national policy makers and parents.
Safety measures
1. What are all the safety measures taken in your council for the school transport
(bus stops, route planning, campaigns,..)?
Children Safety:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

How safe are the children at the bus stops?
How safe are the children while getting into the bus?
How safe are the children while travelling on the bus?
How safe are the children while getting down from the bus?
Are there any safety protocols followed while waiting in the bus stop, boarding
into the bus, travelling on the bus and getting down from the bus?
6. Would you like a set of safety protocols to follow?
Vehicle Safety:
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1. How do you know that the buses are in good condition? Do you have any
frequent updates or access to vehicle conditions?
2. Who usually checks the Bus condition like MOT and Insurance?
3. Who will verify your CRB, license and driving hours?
Future enhancements/Suggestions:
1. What will be your suggestion to enhance the safety of school travel?
2. What are the criteria that can be considered during the safe school route
planning?
3. What kind of system/technology that you expect that will improve the safety
in school travel?
4. Is there anything important concerning school transport, that wasn’t talked
about?
Coach Providers
Profile
(Personal data like name, organization, role and experience)
Basic: (Background)
1. For how many schools do you provide coach services?
2. What is the rough percentage of children who use the school bus?
3. Who has the main responsibility for organizing school transport from the
schools you provide?
4. Who is in charge of selecting the bus routes? Schools councils etc?
5. Are you using any software for route planning or it is done manually?
6. Are you using any safety framework for school transport?
7. What are all the constraints that considered for route planning?
8. Any safety-related constraints considered for planning the routes?
9. Is there any restriction on what you supply? (eg.) age of the vehicle?
Accident Statistics:
1. Are you aware of any school transport related crashes in your school or any
other schools?
2. What might be the possible cause for school transport accidents?
3. Are the selected routes always safe?
Problems:
1. What kind of experiences (good/bad) from bus/bus stop usually reported by
the bus driver?
2. What kind of experiences (good/bad) from bus/bus stop usually reported by
the pupils (students)?
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3. What kind of experiences (good/bad) from bus/bus stop usually reported by
parents?
4. What kind of risks usually faced by the drivers/students during the travel that
are reported to the management?
5. What kind of experiences (good/bad) usually reported by the school?
Children Safety:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

How safe are the children are at the bus stops?
How safe are the children while getting into the bus?
How safe are the children while travelling on the bus?
How safe are the children while getting down from the bus?
Are there any safety protocols followed while waiting in the bus stop, boarding
into the bus, travelling on the bus and getting down from the bus? And who
supply them?

Vehicle Safety:
1. How do you know that the buses are in good condition? Do you have any daily
checks?
2. Who usually checks the MOT, Insurance, safety checks & general condition?
3. Who will verify the drivers CRB, license and driving hours?
4. Are you providing any special training for the school bus drivers?
5. Do you have any assessment for driver physical and mental health? Would you
tell more about it?
6. Does the school check any of the above?
Future enhancements/Suggestions:
1. What will be your suggestion to enhance the safety of school travel?
2. What are all the criteria that can be considered during the safe school route
planning?
3. What kind of system/technology that you expect that will improve the safety
in school travel?
4. Is there anything important concerning school transport, that wasn’t talked
about?
Parents
Profile
(Personal data like name, organization, role and experience)
At the bus stop:
Basic: (Background)
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1. How many children of yours currently using school transport? For how many
years?
Accident Statistics:
1. Are you aware of any school transport related crashes in your child school or
any other schools?
2. What might be the possible cause for school transport accidents?
3. Are the selected routes always safe? Could you say a few words how safe they
are?
Problems:
1. What kind of experiences (good/bad) from bus/bus stop usually reported by
the bus driver?
2. What kind of experiences (good/bad) from bus/bus stop usually reported by
the pupils (students)?
3. What kind of risks usually faced by the drivers/students during the travel that
are reported to the management?
Children Safety:
1.
2.
3.
4.

How safe are the children are at the bus stops?
How safe are the children while getting into the bus?
How safe are the children while travelling on the bus?
How safe are the children while getting down from the bus?

Vehicle Safety:
1. How do you know that the buses are in good condition? Do you have any daily
checks?
2. Would you like to know about the MOT and Insurance of the vehicle that your
child is travelling?
3. How do you know driver’s DBS, license and driving hours?
Future enhancements/Suggestions:
1. What will be your suggestion to enhance the safety of school travel?
2. What are all the criteria that can be considered during the safe school route
planning?
3. What kind of system/technology that you expect that will improve the safety
in school travel?
4. Is there anything important concerning school transport, that wasn’t talked
about?
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Appendix 3 – Quantitative Survey Questions
Target audience:
1. Parents (Social Sector)
2. Headmasters (Educational Sector)
3. Coach operators (Transport Sector)
4. Coach drivers (Transport Sector)
5. Transport officers & Road safety analysts (Government Sector)
Sampling Size: Based on the number of parents, Headmasters and coach operators in
each region of the UK, the sample size will be calculated using the online tools
available [2].
Questions type: Descriptive
What are we trying to identify through this quantitative survey?
Based on our survey, we have found a major knowledge gap between the stakeholders
in the coach-based school transport. When the parents asked, how they ensure that
their children are travelling safely on the coaches? They said they trust the school.
When schools were asked, how they ensure that their students are travelling safely in
coaches? They said they trust the coach operator. But based on the traffic
commissioner’s reports, it is hard to assume that all the operators are always complaint
with the government regulations and safe for the travel.
The survey was carried out in the area of Luton Borough Council To further explore
the survey.

Questions for Parents:
1. How do you ensure that your children are travelling safe on coach arranged by
schools with respect to the safety compliance procedures of the coach operator,
vehicle and the driver?
a. I trust the school and believe that they will follow all the safety
procedures to ensure the safety of children travelling in coaches.
b. I trust the school but I also get involved with the coach booking process
to make sure they book the safe coach operator.
c. I am worried about the safety of my child travelling in a coach. So, I
drive my child to the spot and drive back home.
d. Other (Please Specify)
If the answer is b, please proceed to questions 2 to 4,
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2. How do you select your coach operator for the journey?
a. We use experienced operators that we have been using for a long time
and we never had any issues.
b. We ask our council to recommend us the operators for school trips.
c. We conduct an internet search to find operators with good reviews and
low prices.
d. Other (Please Specify)
3. How do you ensure that the coach operator is compliant with the regulations?
(e.g. do you check operator’s OCRS scores and driver license points)?
a. No, we trust the operator that they are compliant with all the
government regulations.
b. Yes, we check the operators OCRS scores and driver(s) license points.
c. Other (Please Specify)
4. How do you ensure that the details provided by the coach operator are correct?
a. We trust the operator and accept the information that they provide.
b. We cross check with the DVLA before booking a coach.
c. Other (Please Specify)
5. From your point of view, what are the causes of coach accidents when
transporting children?
a. Vehicle error (like a vehicle out of control due to poor maintenance
etc.)
b. Driver errors (like fatigue due to irregular driving hours etc.)
c. Inexperienced driver
d. Drivers got disturbed by pupils in the bus
e. Other vehicle behaviour around the bus (External factors)
f. Other (Please Specify)
6. Based on a research conducted in the area of Luton Borough Council, we have
identified the following requirements by the parents regarding coach-based
school trips. Please answer the following questions by putting a ring around
the answer;
a. Do you think it would be useful to have vehicle tracing (GPS tracking
of coaches in the form of a mobile app)? – Yes/No
b. Do you think it would be appropriate to have bus escorts to control
children from disturbing the driver while the coach is moving? –
Yes/No
c. Do you think schools should check the status of coaches and their
drivers to ensure children will be travelling safely? Yes/No
d. Do you think CCTV cameras should be used in coaches to record
children and also drivers’ behaviour? Yes/No
Questions for Headmasters:
1. How do you select your coach operator for a journey?
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2.

3.

4.

5.

a. We use experienced operators that we have been using for a long time
and we never had any issue.
b. We seek a recommendation from our County Council for coach
operators for our school's trips.
c. We conduct an internet search to find operators with good reviews and
low prices.
d. Other (Please Specify)
How do you ensure that a coach operator is complaint with the government
safety regulations? (e.g. do you check operator’s OCRS scores and driver
license points)?
a. No, we trust the operator that they are compliant with all the
government regulations.
b. Yes, we check the operators OCRS scores and driver(s) license points.
c. Other (Please Specify)
How do you ensure that the details provided by the operator are correct?
a. We trust the operator and accept the information that they provide.
b. We cross check with the DVLA before booking a coach.
c. Other (Please Specify)
From your point of view, what is the cause for coach accidents during children
transport?
a. Vehicle error (like a vehicle out of control due to poor maintenance
etc.)
b. Driver errors (like fatigue due to irregular driving hours etc.)
c. Inexperienced driver
d. Drivers became disturbed by pupils in the bus
e. Other vehicles/drivers behaviour around the bus (External factors)
f. Other (Please Specify)
Based on a research conducted in the area of Luton Borough Council, we have
identified the following requirements by the schools regarding coach-based
school transport. Please answer the following questions by putting a ring
around the correct answer;
a. Do you need an efficient mechanism to check vehicle and driver’s
safety scores before booking a coach? Yes/No
b. Do you think CCTV cameras would be useful in coaches to record
students’ and driver’s behaviour? Yes/No
c. Do you think it would be useful to have vehicle tracking (GPS tracking
of coaches in the form of a mobile app)? – Yes/No
d. Do you think it would be appropriate to have bus escorts to control
children from disturbing the driver while the coach is moving? –
Yes/No

Questions for Coach Operators:
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1. In your experience in the coach industry, have you ever been asked by schools
to provide information on your OCRS scores, vehicle safety checks and
drivers’ license points?
a. No, they never asked.
b. Yes, but they rarely ask for it.
c. Yes, they ask for it all the time.
d. Other (Please Specify)
2. From your point of view, what is normally the cause for coach accidents during
transport of school children?
a. Vehicle error (like a vehicle out of control due to poor maintenance
etc.)
b. Driver errors (like fatigue due to irregular driving hours etc.)
c. Inexperienced driver
d. Drivers become disturbed by pupils on the bus
e. 21 hours continuous driving by 2 drivers
f. Other vehicle’s/drivers’ behaviour around the bus (External factors)
g. Other (Please Specify)
3. Based on a research conducted in the area of Luton Borough Council, we have
identified the following requirements of coach operators regarding coachbased school transport. Please answer the following questions by putting a ring
around the correct answer:
a. Do you think it would be appropriate to have bus escorts to control
children from disturbing the driver while the coach is moving? –
Yes/No
b. Do you think it would be useful to have vehicle tracking (GPS tracking
of coaches in the form of a mobile app)? – Yes/No
c. Do you need an efficient mechanism to check vehicle and driver’s
safety scores before booking a coach? Yes/No
d. Do you think driver – passenger education on coach trips is necessary
before the travel? Yes/no
e. Do you think CCTV cameras would be useful in coaches to record
students’ and driver’s behaviour? Yes/No
f. Do you need a legislation to stop pupils from distracting driver during
the travel? Yes/no
Questions for Coach Drivers:
1. In your experience as a driver in the coach industry, have you ever been asked
by schools for information regarding your OCRS scores, vehicle safety checks
and drivers’ license points?
a. No, they never asked.
b. Yes, but they rarely ask for it.
c. Yes, they ask for it all the time.
d. Other (Please Specify)
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2. From your point of view, what is normally the cause for coach accidents during
transport of school children?
a. Vehicle error (like vehicle out of control due to poor maintenance etc.)
b. Driver errors (like fatigue due to irregular driving hours etc.)
c. Inexperienced driver
d. Drivers become disturbed by pupils on the bus
e. 21 hours continuous driving by 2 drivers
f. Another vehicle ’s/drivers’ behaviour around the bus (External factors)
g. Other (Please Specify)
3. Based on a research conducted in the area of Luton Borough Council, we have
identified the following requirements by coach drivers regarding coach-based
school transport. Please answer the following questions by putting a ring
around the correct answer:
a. Do you think it would be appropriate to have bus escorts to control
children from disturbing the driver while the coach is moving? –
Yes/No
b. Are you given with proper rooms to stay during the school trips?
Yes/no
c. Do you think it would be useful to have vehicle tracking (GPS tracking
of coaches in the form of a mobile app)? – Yes/No
d. Do you need an efficient mechanism to check vehicle and driver’s
safety scores before booking a coach? Yes/No
e. Do you think driver – passenger education on coach trips is necessary
before the travel? Yes/no
f. Do you think CCTV cameras would be useful in coaches to record
students’ and driver’s behaviour? Yes/No
g. Do you need a legislation to stop pupils from distracting driver during
the travel? Yes/No
Transport officers & Road safety analysts Questions
1. Do you think schools check coach operator’s OCRS scores, vehicle safety
checks and drivers’ license points before their children commencing a coach
journey?
a. No, they don’t.
b. Yes, but they rarely check it.
c. Yes, they check it all the time.
d. Other (Please Specify)
2. Do you think parents check the coach operator’s OCRS scores, vehicle safety
checks and drivers’ license points before their children commencing a coach
journey?
a. No, they don’t.
b. Yes, but they rarely check it.
c. Yes, they check it all the time.
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d. Other (Please Specify)
3. How do they ensure that you are providing them with the correct information?
a. They trust us and ask about it verbally but never checked the
documents.
b. They check the documents and trust the operators that they are
providing legit information.
c. They check the documents and cross check with the DVLA before the
journey.
d. They check with the local council.
e. Other (Please Specify)
4. From your point of view, what is the cause for coach accidents that carrying
children?
a. Vehicle error (like a vehicle out of control due to poor maintenance
etc.)
b. Driver errors (like fatigue due to irregular driving hours etc.)
c. Inexperienced driver
d. Drivers become disturbed by pupils on the bus
e. 21 hours continuous driving by 2 drivers
f. Other vehicles’/drivers’ behaviour around the bus (External factors)
g. Other (Please Specify)
5. Based on a research conducted in the area of Luton Borough Council, we have
identified the following requirements of council transport officers and road
safety analysts regarding coach-based school transport. Please answer the
following questions by putting a ring around the correct answer:
a. Do you think it would be appropriate to have bus escorts to control
children from disturbing the driver while the coach is moving? –
Yes/No
b. Do you think it would be useful to have vehicle tracking (GPS tracking
of coaches in the form of a mobile app)? – Yes/No
c. Do you need an efficient mechanism to check vehicle and driver’s
safety scores before booking a coach? Yes/No
d. Do you think driver – passenger education on coach trips is necessary
before the travel? Yes/No
e. Do you think CCTV cameras would be useful in coaches to record
students’ and driver’s behaviour? Yes/No
h. Do you need a legislation to stop pupils from distracting driver during
the travel? Yes/no
i. Do you think schools have to check the operator and driver documents
before they commence a journey? Yes/no
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Appendix 4 – Stakeholder Responses for Framework Evaluation
School Headmaster/Parents: 70 responses in total
Questions for School Headmasters/Parents:

1. Do you think the approach taken by the framework consider suitable and

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

relevant information for validating the safety?
a. Yes (70 – 100%)
b. No (0)
c. Other (0)
Do you think all the steps used in the coach journey validator are necessary
and valid to qualify an operator/driver?
a. Yes (70 – 100%)
b. No (0)
c. Other (0)
Do you think sufficient data is collected in Step 1 to validate the coach
operators, vehicles and drivers in?
a. Yes (70 – 100%)
b. No (0)
c. Other (0)
Does the approach taken in Step 2 to check the authenticity of the checks
carried out for drivers and coaches safety appropriate?
a. Yes (70 – 100%)
b. No (0)
c. Other (0)
In Step 3, do you think it is appropriate to allocate lesser consideration to
different attributes as some attributes have greater significance than others?
(Eg. OCRS attribute will have lesser consideration than the daily walk around
check attribute)
a. Yes (70 – 100%)
b. No (0)
c. Other (0)
In Step 4, do you think the safety score calculation method is appropriate and
provides the relevant safety scores?
a. Yes (70 – 100%)
b. No (0)
c. Other (0)

Prototype Evaluation:

1. In Step 5, do you think the Intelligent system provides relevant and appropriate
recommendations to coach operators to improve their safety?
a. Yes (70 – 100%)
b. No (0)
c. Other (0)
2. Do you think the prototype clearly illustrates the capability of the framework?
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3.

4.

5.

6.

a. Yes (70 – 100%)
b. No (0)
c. Other (0)
From the Screen Shot 2, Which one of the Operator will you select?
a. Operator 1 (65 – 92.9%)
b. Operator 2 (5 – 7.1%)
c. Operator 3 (0)
d. Operator 4 (0)
e. Operator 5 (0)
Do you think this prototype/framework, will improve the safety of school
children transport by coaches/buses?
a. Yes (70 – 100%)
b. No (0)
c. Other (0)
Overall, how effective do you think this framework is in validating coach
operators for school journeys?
a. Extremely effective (61 - 87.1%)
b. Quite effective (7 – 10%)
c. Moderately effective (2 – 2.9%)
d. Slightly effective (0)
e. Not at all effective (0)
Would you support your academic institution by using a technology
framework for assessing student transport safety? (Question only for school
Headmasters/parents)
a. Yes (70 – 100%)
b. No (0)
c. Other (0)

Coach Operators: 29 responses in total
Questions for Coach Operators:

1. Do you think the approach taken by the framework consider suitable and
relevant information for validating the safety?
a. Yes (28 – 96.6%)
b. No (1 – 3.4%)
c. Other (0)
2. Do you think all the steps used in the coach journey validator are necessary
and valid to qualify an operator/driver?
a. Yes (27 – 96.4%)
b. No (1 – 3.6%)
c. Other (0)
3. Do you think sufficient data is collected in Step 1 to validate the coach
operators, vehicles and drivers in?
a. Yes (28 – 96.6%)
b. No (1 – 3.4%)
c. Other (0)
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4. Does the approach taken in Step 2 to check the authenticity of the checks

5.

6.

7.

8.

9.

carried out for drivers and coaches safety appropriate?
a. Yes (28 – 96.6%)
b. No (1 – 3.4%)
c. Other (0)
In Step 3, do you think it is appropriate to allocate lesser consideration to
different attributes as some attributes have greater significance than others?
(Eg. OCRS attribute will have lesser consideration than the daily walk around
check attribute)
a. Yes (28 – 96.6%)
b. No (1 – 3.4%)
c. Other (0)
In Step 4, do you think the safety score calculation method is appropriate and
provides the relevant safety scores?
a. Yes (28 – 96.6%)
b. No (1 – 3.4%)
c. Other (0)
In Step 5, do you think the Intelligent system provides relevant and appropriate
recommendations to coach operators to improve their safety?
a. Yes (28 – 96.6%)
b. No (1 – 3.4%)
c. Other (0)
Do you think that the safety score calculation is appropriate & provide
standards for coach operators vehicles & drivers?
a. Yes (26 – 89.7%)
b. No (3 – 10.3%)
c. Other (0)
Are the vehicles checks and drivers checks conducted by the method shown in
figure 6 accurately verifies vehicles and drivers checks?
a. Yes (28 – 96.6%)
b. No (1 – 3.4%)
c. Other (0)

Prototype Evaluation:

1. Do you think this system will provide enough recommendations to coach
operators to improve their safety level?
d. Yes (26 – 89.7%)
e. No (3 – 10.3%)
f. Other (0)
2. Do you think the prototype clearly illustrates the capability of the framework?
d. Yes (28 – 96.6%)
e. No (1 – 3.4%)
f. Other (0)
3. From the Screen Shot 2, Which one of the Operator will you select?
f. Operator 1 (26 – 89.7%)
g. Operator 2 (1 – 3.4%)
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h. Operator 3 (0)
i. Operator 4 (0)
j. Operator 5 (2 – 6.9%)
4. Do you think this prototype/framework, will improve safety of school children
transport by coaches/buses?
d. Yes (26 – 89.7%)
e. No (3 – 10.3%)
f. Other (0)
5. Overall, how effective do you think this framework is in validating coach
operators for school journeys?
f. Extremely effective (19 – 65.5%)
g. Quite effective (7 – 24.1%)
h. Moderately effective (1 – 3.4%)
i. Slightly effective (1 – 3.4%)
j. Not at all effective (1 – 3.4%)
6. An operator who complies with safety procedure should not fear this
framework. As an operator, would you support this evaluator framework?
d. Yes (29 – 100%)
e. No (0)
Council Transport Officers/ Road Safety Analysts: 13 responses in total
Questions for Council Transport Officers/Road Safety Analysts:

1. Do you think the approach taken by the framework consider suitable and

2.

3.

4.

5.

relevant information for validating the safety?
a. Yes (13 – 100%)
b. No (0)
c. Other (0)
Do you think all the steps used in the coach journey validator are necessary
and valid to qualify an operator/driver?
a. Yes (13 – 100%)
b. No (0)
c. Other (0)
Do you think sufficient data is collected in Step 1 to validate the coach
operators, vehicles and drivers in?
a. Yes (13 – 100%)
b. No (0)
c. Other (0)
Does the approach taken in Step 2 to check the authenticity of the checks
carried out for drivers and coaches safety appropriate?
a. Yes (12 – 92.3%)
b. No (1 – 7.7%)
c. Other (0)
In Step 3, do you think it is appropriate to allocate lesser consideration to
different attributes as some attributes have greater significance than others?
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(Eg. OCRS attribute will have lesser consideration than the daily walk around
check attribute)
a. Yes (13 – 100%)
b. No (0)
c. Other (0)
6. In Step 4, do you think the safety score calculation method is appropriate and
provides the relevant safety scores?
a. Yes (13 – 100%)
b. No (0)
c. Other (0)
Prototype Evaluation:

1. In Step 5, do you think the Intelligent system provides relevant and appropriate

2.

3.

4.

5.

recommendations to coach operators to improve their safety?
a. Yes (13 – 100%)
b. No (0)
c. Other (0)
Do you think the prototype clearly illustrates the capability of the framework?
a. Yes (13 – 100%)
b. No (0)
c. Other (0)
From the Screen Shot 2, which one of the Operator will you select?
a. Operator 1 (13 – 100%)
b. Operator 2 (0)
c. Operator 3 (0)
d. Operator 4 (0)
e. Operator 5 (0)
Do you think this prototype/framework, will improve the safety of school
children transport by coaches/buses?
a. Yes (13 – 100%)
b. No (0)
c. Other (0)
Overall, how effective do you think this framework is in validating coach
operators for school journeys?
a. Extremely effective (10 – 76.9%)
b. Quite effective (2 – 15.4%)
c. Moderately effective (1 – 7.7%)
d. Slightly effective (0)
e. Not at all effective (0)
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